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We repair thousands of instruments
every year that are sent to us just like this!

✔Fast Repair Turn-Around Time ✔Affordable Repair Rates ✔Quality Workmanship

www.ChiroRepairs.com/77
770.899.7239
(See back for more information)

✔Fast Repair Turn-Around Time ✔Affordable Repair Rates ✔Quality Workmanship

NOW IS THE TIME TO REPAIR IN 3 to 5 DAYS
SEND IN YOUR BAG OF PARTS
WE CAN REPAIR YOUR BROKEN ADJUSTERS!
THEY WILL ALMOST
ALWAYS COME BACK
FULLY FUNCTIONAL
WITH A ONE-YEAR
WARRANTY!

Repairing Your Adjusters Is Easy!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fill out the form at: ChiroRepairs.com/77
We will send you repair rates & shipping instructions
Then send your broken adjusters to us
We will promptly repair them & return your adjusters
to your office!

Our clients number in the thousands of doctors and practices in many
countries across six continents. So, do what your colleagues worldwide
have been doing for many years, and send in your broken adjusters to
be repaired.
And don’t ever throw away your broken adjusters. Gather them up, pull
them out of the drawer, cabinet or their cases. Even if they’re in a bag
of parts, they will almost always come back to you fully functional (with
a One Year Warranty), and that’s because repairing is all we do, and
we do it very well! If we won’t repair them, it’s probably because it is not
cost effective to do so. And if they really can’t be repaired, no fee is ever
charged and we will send them back to you at our cost!

Servicing adjusters 7 days a week

SOME OF THE MANY
INSTRUMENTS WE REPAIR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activator I, II, III, IV
Activator V
ArthroStim®
Brimhall Adjusters
Brimhall Percussors
Erchonia Adjusters
Erchonia Percussors
Impulse instrument®
Impulse iQ®
J-Tech
Kinetic Precision Adjuster
Miltex
Percussors
Pettibon MDT
Precision Adjusters
Sigma VF-201
Union Broach
VA I, VA II, VA III
Variable Frequency Adjusters
VP I, VP II, VP III
VibrCussor
VOM
Zevex

Don’t see your adjusting
instruments? Contact us for other
adjusters not listed

Our Warranty

We have a bumper to bumper warranty
program covering your adjusters. That’s
why we believe our One Year Warranty
is the best! We also pay for the shipping
both ways.
We have a “no questions asked” policy,
and servicing your adjusters
is totally free for an entire year!
See our website for full warranty details.

$ave Thousands

Our affordable repair rates can save
you thousands of $$$’s over the life of
your practice.
For repair rates:
ChiroRepairs.com/77
Email: Service@ChiroRepairs.com

WorldWide Chiropractic Repairs
Don’t need our services now?
Register at: ChiroRepairs.com/77 for future discounts

©/® by their respective owners. Prices subject to change without notice.
We reserve the right to withdraw this offer at any time.

Atlanta, Georgia USA
www.ChiroRepairs.com/77

770.899.7239

Help your patients build and maintain
a healthy immune system
Benefits of the Immune Health Package
Zinc Lozenge+

Curcumin 950

90 Count — Recommended
Dosage of One Lozenge Three
Times per Day

60 Count — Recommended
Dosage of Two Capsules per Day
• Boosts Detoxification of the
Liver and Immune Support*

• Boosts Immune Functions*, with
25mg of Zinc in each Lozenge

• Free Radical Fighting
Antioxidant*

• Helps fight Respiratory Tract
Infections*
• Combats Viral Infections*

• Exhibits Anti-inflammatory
Effect*

D3 5000 IU

Melatonin Formula 256

30 Count — Recommended
Dosage of One Tablet per Day

30 Count — Recommended
Dosage of One Tablet per Day
Before Bed

• Immune System Support*

• Nutritionally Supports a Healthy
Sleep Pattern*

• Promotes calcium absorption
for strong bones*

• Potent Immunostimulator of the
T cell response*

• Easily Digested
and Assimilated

• Sublingual for optimal
bioavailability

All 4 Key Products, In one Convenient 30-day Package

Discount Pricing for Professionals
B

1 Package
Package Cost $30
		 Total Cost $30
		
Profit $15
Patient Price — $45
(minimum suggested)

Meet Your Patients’
Demand for
Immune Boosting
Products

DEEAST
L!
12 Packages

Package Cost $22
Total Cost $270

50

Profit $270
BLE
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6 Packages
Package Cost $2750
Total Cost $165
Profit $105

ORDER TODAY
www.DCLabs.com
1.800.251.8182

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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PUTTING THE
PIECES TOGETHER
Find an Additional Passion, Extra Income

How to Double
Your Patients

DC Strategies
for Tax Time

Performing Research
in the Small Office

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
©2020 Standard Process Inc. All rights reserved. LN01315 12/20

There’s no time
to slow down
A healthy body is essential when balancing
a busy life. Congaplex® keeps you moving
with short-term immune system support.*
• Supports healthy immune system function*
• Excellent source of antioxidant vitamin A
• Supports the thymus gland
• Helps the body build new cells by providing
ribonucleic acid*

To learn more and order, visit: standardprocess.com/congaplex

We focus on achieving holistic health through nutrition. From our organic,
regenerative farming practices to our Nutrition Innovation Center, we are
committed to clinical science that advances health and changes lives.
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✔Fast Repair Turn-Around Time ✔Affordable Repair Rates ✔Quality Workmanship

5% OFF 1 Repair,
10% OFF 2 Repairs,
15% OFF 3 or More
Adjuster Repairs!

Must be postmarked by 3.31.2021
Multiple adjusters must be sent in
at the same time.

BEEN TOLD YOUR BROKEN ADJUSTERS CAN’T BE REPAIRED?
SEND THEM TO US...We repair thousands of instruments every year!

We have great success repairing your
Activator I through V.
We repair Activator grip and palm handle
issues, including sheared off metal tips!

We repair iQ & Impulse instruments®
Every year manufactured!
No adjusting instrument is too old for us
to repair — EVER!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOME OF THE MANY
INSTRUMENTS WE REPAIR

Activator I, II, III, IV
Activator V
ArthroStim®
Brimhall Adjusters
Brimhall Percussors
Erchonia Adjusters
Erchonia Percussors
Impulse
instrument®
• Impulse iQ®
• J-Tech
• Kinetic Precision
Adjuster

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miltex
Percussors
Pettibon MDT
Precision Adjusters
Sigma VF-201
Union Broach
VA I, VA II, VA III
Variable Frequency
Adjusters
VP I, VP II, VP III
VibrCussor
VOM
Zevex

Don’t see your adjusting instruments?
Contact us for other adjusters not listed

They will almost always come back to you fully functional
(with a One Year Warranty), and that’s because repairing
is all we do, and we do it very well! If we won’t repair them,
it’s probably because it is not cost effective to do so. If they
can’t be repaired, no fee is ever charged and we will send
them back to you at our cost!

Our Warranty

We have a bumper to bumper — no questions asked warranty
policy, and servicing your adjusters is totally free for an entire year!
See our website for full warranty details.

Don’t need our services now?
Register at: ChiroRepairs.com/77 for future discounts

www.ChiroRepairs.com/77
©/® by their respective owners. Prices subject to change without
notice. We reserve the right to withdraw this offer at any time.

770.899.7239

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
TOP SPECIALTIES
CHIROPRACTORS ARE FOLLOWING
THEIR PASSIONS more than ever
and expanding their income options
with specialty certifications ranging
from female health to pediatrics,
sports medicine, rehabilitation, pain
management, radiology, nutrition,
neurology, occupational health,
acupuncture and more.
LET ME KNOW WHAT’S
For DCs ready to commit for a
ON YOUR MIND:
time back to the (virtual) classroom,
EDITORIAL@CHIROECO.COM
the rewards go beyond financial
to an increased feeling of job
satisfaction and the ability to offer increased specialized care
in addition to chiropractic.
“Specialization gives chiropractors who have a passion
toward a specialty population the opportunity to fully
immerse themselves in that population, which may guard
against burnout in our profession,” says Jennifer Brocker, DC,
DICCP, president of the ACA Pediatrics Council.

In this issue

Specialization can take many forms or motivations, from
ways to “double your patients” as addressed in this issue,
to adding custom orthotics, near-infrared therapy, the
measuring of body composition and phase angle (the final
article in a three-part series), or the new wave of weight loss
and body sculpting services.
For those who thought chiropractic research was only
in the realm of large offices, conglomerates and other
money-backed entities, then you need to see our feature on
“Research in the small office.” And for a rollicking read, take a
look at the preview for the just-released book, “Contain and
Eliminate: The American Medical Association’s Conspiracy to
Destroy Chiropractic,” which includes a surprise appearance
by the Church of Scientology.
To your practice’s success,

“SPECIALIZATION GIVES DCS WHO HAVE A
PASSION TOWARD A SPECIALTY POPULATION THE
OPPORTUNITY TO FULLY IMMERSE THEMSELVES...”
Letters to the Editor
“I just read an article from CE on the 125-year history of chiropractic, the good and not-so-good facts. Please explain to me
why the article refers to doctors as solely MD in reference,
and chiropractic doctors as chiropractors? My degree as all
other doctors of chiropractic states DC on my license which
stands for “doctor of chiropractic.” We are all doctors. The MD
is a medical doctor who specializes in medicine, and as such
prescribes medication for reduction of symptomatology. The
DC is a doctor of chiropractic and as such specializes in the
correction of the spinal column and extremities with specific
adjustments. We are also well based in the prescriptions of
nutritional guidance as to offer our patients, not clients, a
speedier recovery of their condition when necessary. If you
wish us “DCs” to forward your articles to our patients and/or
the public, please keep this in mind. After 125 years the public
should be made aware.”
Wishing you the best of health,
— R. Rivers, DC
[Editor’s Note: While it is our editorial policy to eschew the
“Dr.” title and list DC, MD or other appropriate designations
following names, in some historic designations or quotes
the term “Dr.” is sometimes used. This in no way represents a
delineation of thought regarding degree titles.]
“This was a great read! Could serve as a primer for general
patient care in their chiropractic office!”
[Re: the article “COVID immunity: focus on what you can
control, the human host,” by Robert Silverman]
— W. Brooks, DC
“The November issue is filled with interesting and useful
facts about the history and the future. Excellent edition.”
— L. Sportelli, DC
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AIR FLEX II

Air powered manual flexion
and distraction, optional auto air drops,
auto flexion and auto distraction

FEATURING TARGET TOUCH

FLEXIBLE
FINACING
AVA I L A B L E !

AFT

Automatic flexion with thoracic
release and air powered or
optional manual drops

HI-LO

Stand-up table for
ACTIVATOR®

AIR DROP
HA90C

Includes four air powered drops
with thoracic air breakaway

STATIONARY-TOP
ANATOMOTOR

Hill IFC

Roller Massage/Spinal Mobilization
Lifetime Warranty on rollers/10 years
on powertrain!

HA90C

Customize optional
manual drops, thoracic
release and more

Four-channel Electro-Therapy with Premod,
Russian and TENS

1-877-445-5 020 | www.HILLLABS.com

HF54 PLUS

HANDS-FREE
ULTRASOUND
With Interferential
and Premod

CHIROECO.COM
CHIRO
YO U R O N LI N E CH I RO PR AC TIC CO M M UN IT Y

facebook.com/ChiroEcoMag

twitter.com/ChiroEcoMag

instagram.com/ChiroEcoMag

Favorite us on Apple News

Webinars • Podcasts • Resource Centers • Videos • Job Board • Buyers Guide • Surveys • Industry Research • School Guide • Students • Products & Services • Current News
TRENDING STORIES

RESOURCES @CHIROECO.COM

eBooks
Visit our eBooks page to see the latest specialty
publications on cutting-edge topics such as CBD,
PEMF and clinical nutrition.

HealthLight expands to
include blue light therapy

HealthLight is now offering the 180
Long Pad Tricolor (blue, red and
infrared), the 132 Medium Pad Blue/
Infrared, and the 264 Large Pad Blue/
Infrared to chiropractors.
These products are available in
both the company’s light therapy
lines: the Express At Home Line and
the Clinical Line. They are designed
to provide pain relief, increased
circulation, relaxation of muscles, relief
from muscle spasms, and relief from
aches/stiffness caused by arthritis.
The light therapy pads emit blue,
red, and near-infrared light, which
penetrate into the body and produce a
cascade of positive effects, according
to HealthLight. Their express therapy
products provide clinical performance
cleared for consumer use.

ChiroEco.com/healthlight

Surprise — study says
unhealthy foods can
ruin a healthy diet

Eating a healthy diet, such as the
Mediterranean diet, has a positive
impact on health, but researchers at
Rush University Medical Center have
reported diminished benefits among
those with high frequency of eating
unhealthy foods. The results of their
study were published in Alzheimer’s
& Dementia: The Journal of the
Alzheimer’s Association on Jan. 7.
“When [an otherwise healthy
diet] is combined with fried food,
sweets, refined grains, red meat
and processed meat ... the benefits
of eating the Mediterranean part of
the diet seems to be diminished,”
said Puja Agarwal, PhD, a nutritional
epidemiologist. — Science Daily

ChiroEco.com/
healthy-unhealthy

ChiroEco.com/chiropractic-ebooks

MediHerb introduces
Ashwagandha Forte

MediHerb, an Australian herbal
products leader exclusively distributed
in the U.S. by Standard Process, has
announced Ashwagandha Forte: a
new product intended to work as a
rejuvenating tonic for body and mind.
It contains Ashwagandha root,
which has been traditionally used
in Ayurvedic herbal preparations to
help support the immune system,
strength, healthy sleep, alertness and
a sharp memory. Each tablet provides
the equivalent of 4 grams of dry
Ashwagandha root, and is standardized
to provide 10 mg of withanolides.
“For thousands of years,
Ashwagandha has been used to ...
support the body when it is faced with
fatigue, physical, and mental stress,”
said Kerry Bone, MediHerb’s co-founder.

Email Courses
Try one of our eCourses and get up to speed with
lessons on business and chiropractic sent straight
to your inbox.
ChiroEco.com/chiropractic-ecourses

Podcasts
We’ve interviewed some of the best minds in
chiropractic. Listen on the go.
ChiroEco.com/podcast

ChiroEco.com/mh-ashwagandha

SOCIALMARKETING

FACEBOOKQUESTION

How one TikTok video can boost your business
Even just one piece of viral content can help your practice grow, both at the initial impact of
the piece of content, and in the years after as it “lives” on the internet.
Brian Meenan, DC, of Premier Chiropractic Clinic in the South Hills Pittsburgh, Penn., area
knows this all too well. After one of his chiropractic videos went viral, it brought more patients
through his doors after it earned 12,000 new subscribers overnight.
In 2019, Meenan began utilizing the video platform TikTok, a social media app designed to
allow users to create and watch short videos.
“At that time, there weren’t many professionals on the platform,” says Meenan, though
many of his patients encouraged him to post on the site. This encouragement paid off when,
in 2020, Meenan created a video that caught the attention of more than 8.5 million viewers.
A friend from chiropractic school had dubbed over a popular tune with his own words
and encouraged others to do the same. So, that’s exactly what Meenan did while showing
viewers how to do a simple stretch for easing back pain. Soon, the number of views grew
exponentially, even earning him around 12,000 followers in one night. As of January 2021, his
TikTok account, @drbrian_chiropractor, has more than 601,000 followers and has driven many
new patients to his practice. — Christina DeBusk

For more social media marketing tips and advice, visit the “Business Tips” section
of chiroeco.com.

17,354 followers

What has been your most lucrative specialty service, and how did you go
about implementing it?

Each month we’ll ask a new question on our Facebook page.
Join the conversation at facebook.com/ChiroEcoMag

TWITTER DISCUSSION

MISSED THE LAST ISSUE?

Do you use lasers in your practice?

How COVID-19 is
Changing Schools

Use the hashtag #CE
for the chance to be
featured on our Twitter
@ChiroEcoMag
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Enrollment, Access to
Education Impacted

ChiroEco.com/magazine
CHIROECO.COM

TOP INSTAGRAM POSTS
Tag #ChiroEcoMag for your chance to be featured

standardprocess
We’re excited to announce we’ve partnered with @cyrildx to help power his next adventure! Starting May 2021,
he’ll be kayaking 2,400 nautical miles from California to Hawaii, solo and unsupported.

footlevelers
Healthy posture starts with the body’s
foundation — the feet!

doctorjas.dc
Did you know that Dr. Jas is certified in laser therapy?

meyer_family_ranch
Thanks @jeffrey.howard.735 for working on our girl. She
sure loves seeing you!
jameschiropractic
You are capable. You are gifted. You can do it. You are the right
person to get it done!

onpurposechiropractic
A little perspective for us car crazy
Americans.

rocktape
If you didn’t have to think about #LimitedJointMobility, what would
you think about?
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occhiropractic
We are taking this seriously! We are having our patients wait a short
time in their vehicle while we sanitize the office in between each
patient. #doingmypart
CHIROECO.COM

BEST ORTHOTICS
BEST SERVICE

Foot Levelers is here for you.

•

Best Turnaround Time – 48 hours. Guaranteed.

•

Best Customer Service – Real people. Real
answers.

•

Most Peer-Reviewed Research - More research
papers, white papers, and case studies than any
other orthotic company.

•

FREE Custom Marketing – You dream it, we
design it. For FREE.

•

Best Custom Orthotics. Period. – Patients are
always satisfied. It’s our 100% guarantee.

•

Most Support for Your Profession – We’ve
donated millions of dollars to support all facets
of Chiropractic.

The Best Guarantee

When you do business with us, you risk nothing.
Our 100% Satisfaction Guarantee ensures your
happiness. If you’re not happy, we’re not happy.

800.553.4860

FOOT LEVELERS

FootLevelers.com |

BACKLOG
BACK
“SPECIALIZATION HAS
AFFORDED ME THE
OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN
THE MEDICAL STAFF AT MY
LOCAL HOSPITAL.”
— ACA COUNCIL ON CHIROPRACTIC
ACUPUNCTURE PRESIDENT GARY
ESTADT, DC, DABCA, DACRB

DON’T MISS
CONFERENCES
AND WEBINARS

Improve Compliance and
Treatment Outcomes with
CBD and Menthol Topicals
On Demand at chiroeco.com
Jen Palmer, ND, Director of Education,
Charlotte’s Web, and Carly Hudson, DC,
Healing Ground Movement, Denver,
take attendees through how the
endocannabinoid system restores
balance in the mind, body and skin;
endocannabinoid deficiency is linked to
health conditions and more, sponsored
by CBD Clinic.

The Changing Brain: Applying the
Principles of Neuroplasticity to
Pain, Posture, Stress and Rehab
March 13-14, Arlington, VA
Brian Jensen, DC, leads attendees
through principles of neuroplasticity as
they align with the goals of chiropractic
care. Presented by Foot Levelers, with
CE provided by Northwestern Health
Sciences University.

CATCHING UP ON THE LATEST NEWS, TRENDS AND
INNOVATIONS FROM THE CHIROPRACTIC COMMUNITY

AWA R D S N E W S

NBCE awards chiropractic student scholarships
In December the National Board of
Chiropractic Examiners (NBCE) announced
four winners from their Annual Student
Scholarship Competition. Each winner
received $2,500 for outstanding scholarly
essays for a total of $10,000 in academic
scholarships.
The winners were:
• Austin Bergquist, Life Chiropractic
College West, “Evidence-Based Practice Has
Not Solved What It Has Intended”
• Grant Speer, Logan University, “Why
Chiropractors Have High Potential to Help
Our Country’s Financial Situation”
• Alli Totzke, National University of Health
Sciences, “Challenge of the Profession”
• Stephanie Vos, Northwestern Health
Sciences University, “White Bodies Are
Comfortable in a White Supremacist Society”
To be considered eligible, applicants
must be enrolled in a U.S. Council on
Chiropractic Education (CCE) accredited
chiropractic program. Chiropractic program
registrars must confirm the student’s
enrollment and that they are in good
academic standing in their program.
Each essay must be original and
between 1,200-3,000 words, not including
references. Topics must be relevant

On Demand at chiroeco.com
Peter Holt, CEO and president of
The Joint Chiropractic, discusses
what franchising is, the roles and
responsibilities in a franchise, the
benefits of franchising in chiropractic,
things to pay attention to when
evaluating franchise opportunities
and more.
Learn more at chiroeco.com/events.
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For more information, visit nbce.org.

C H I R O P R AC TI C N E WS

ACA offers new patient education materials

F E AT U R E D W E B I N A R

Benefits of Franchising

to chiropractic. Themes may include
history, philosophy, practice perspectives,
jurisprudence/law, ethics, theory,
sociology, politics or social sciences.
The selection process was rigorous
and included relevance to chiropractic,
significance to current events or needs
of the profession, scientific style, if the
content provided new insights or new
information to the profession, proper
use of references, and overall level of
scholarship and quality of work.
The scholarship program is
administered by an independent third
party, Brighthall Inc., with President Claire
Johnson, DC, managing the blinded review
and selection process.
“The review committee members were
thrilled with the quality of the submissions
to select from and were challenged to select
only four out of the dozens of excellent
submissions this year,” Johnson said.

The American Chiropractic Association
(ACA) now provides doctors of
chiropractic easy access to patient
education handouts and posters through
a print-on-demand service so doctors can
have materials shipped directly to their
office at any time. The online print shop
and new materials are the newest piece
of ACA’s Hands Down Better consumer
outreach program.
Chiropractors can order patient
education materials such as 5.5- by
FEBRUARY 14, 2021

8.5-inch cards with ergonomic and injury
prevention advice, as well as infographic
posters promoting the effectiveness of
spinal manipulation and chiropractic care.
Additional products will be added to the
store in the coming months.
“ACA has offered patient education
materials digitally for many years, but this
is the first time we are giving members
and visitors a chance to order printed
materials, whenever needed and in
convenient quantities. It’s a feature that
we hope will be an added convenience for
providers during these challenging times,”
said ACA President Robert C. Jones, DC.
For details and to see all available materials, visit
acatoday.org/marketing.
CHIROECO.COM
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C H I R O P R AC T I C N E W S

Congresswoman
adds co-sponsorship
to Chiropractic
Medicare Coverage
Modernization Act

TOP SPECIALTY PRACTICES
“As an owner of a private practice, I have found that people are nutritionally
sick, and I believe nutrition answers my patients’ questions.”
— Donald Feeney, DC, DACBN, CCN, executive director and
director of publications of ACA’s Council on Nutrition

64%
DCs with a nutrition diplomate who
make more than $200,000 a year

Source: NBCE Practice Analysis of Chiropractic Nutritionists, 2019

The Chiropractic Medicare Coverage
Modernization Act, currently under
review in the U.S. Congress to expand
Medicare access to chiropractic
care, received a boost at the end of
November when Rep. Elise Stefanik (RN.Y.) announced her co-sponsorship of
the legislation.
“Chiropractic care has become an
important pain management strategy
throughout the [New York] North Country
and the United States,” she said. “This
legislation supports the initiative to
stem the epidemic of prescription opioid
overuse and abuse by encouraging
pain management methods through
chiropractic therapies. The North Country
is home to a number of local chiropractic
practices and also to many constituents
who utilize Medicare.”
The legislation would allow patients
covered under Medicare to access
chiropractic approaches to pain
management, which could include joint
mobilization, physiological therapies and
soft tissue management techniques.
The Chiropractic Medicare Coverage
Modernization Act was originally
sponsored by Rep. Brian Higgins (DN.Y.), and in July of 2019 the bill was
introduced in the House and referred
to the Subcommittee on Health after
first being referred to the Committee
on Energy and Commerce and the
Committee on Ways and Means.
For additional information on the bill, go to congress.
gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/3654/text.
CHIROECO.COM

$134,000
Average annual earnings for chiropractors
who pursue a specialty
Source: National University of Health Sciences

2005

Year the American Clinical Board of Nutrition
(ACBN) was accredited by the National
Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA).
The ACBN is one of only a very few certifying
agencies in nutrition to offer diplomate status
to all professionals in the health care field.

3x

Source: abcn.org

Salary of DCs in Rhode Island
compared to DCs in Wyoming
Source: Forbes

$270,607
Average total collections for a DC with a
sports DACBSP/CCSP specialization
Source: Survey of Income Comparison: General Practice and Sports Certified Doctors of Chiropractic, 2019
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COVID-19 reduced U.S. life expectancy, especially
among Black and Latino populations
The COVID-19 pandemic, which claimed more
than 336,000 lives in the United States in 2020,
has significantly affected life expectancy,
University of Southern California and Princeton
University researchers have found.
The researchers project that, due to the
pandemic deaths last year, life expectancy
at birth for Americans will shorten by 1.13
years to 77.48 years, according to their study
published in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
That is the largest single-year decline in
life expectancy in at least 40 years and is the
lowest life expectancy estimated since 2003.
The declines are likely even starker
among minority populations. For Blacks, the
researchers project their life expectancy would
shorten by 2.10 years to 72.78 years, and for
Latinos, by 3.05 years to 78.77 years.
Whites are also impacted, but their
projected decline is much smaller — 0.68 years
— to a life expectancy of 77.84 years.
Overall, the gap in life expectancy between
Blacks and whites is projected to widen by
40%, from 3.6 to more than five years — further
evidence of the disease’s disparate impact on
disadvantaged populations.
“Our study analyzes the effect of this
exceptional number of deaths on life
expectancy for the entire nation, as well as the
consequences for marginalized groups,” said
study author Theresa Andrasfay, a postdoctoral
fellow at the USC Leonard Davis School of

Gerontology. “The COVID-19 pandemic’s
disproportionate effect on the life expectancy
of Black and Latino Americans likely has to
do with their greater exposure through their
workplace or extended family contacts, in
addition to receiving poorer health care, leading
to more infections and worse outcomes.”
COVID-19 appears to have eliminated many
of the gains made in closing the Black-white life
expectancy gap since 2006. Latinos, who have
consistently experienced lower mortality than
whites — a phenomenon known as the “Latino
paradox” — would see their more than threeyear survival advantage over whites reduced to
less than one year.
The projected pandemic-related drop in life
expectancy is about 10 times as large as the
declines seen in recent years.
The last major pandemic to significantly
reduce life expectancy in a short period of
time was the 1918 influenza pandemic, which
reduced it by 7-12 years. — Science Daily

STAFF PICK
BAC K O N T R AC

Why we
love it
Offering
fully
automated
axial and
bilateral
distraction
and 21
specific
protocols
plus
vibration
and heat therapy, Ergo-Flex Technologies’
Back on Trac takes just 35 seconds to set
up per patient. Its small size — it occupies a
5- by 7-foot area — and lack of intimidating,
cumbersome restraints and belts make it
especially patient-friendly. Non-invasive
therapy is delivered through gentle stretching
of the spine, joints, and a wide range of
important muscles, including those in the
back, neck, hips and thighs.

Why you should choose this product
With a 12-minute treatment time, you can
easily treat four patients per hour, which
translates into more revenue for you. Patients
love it, too — they start out seated and are
gently leaned back, with the benefits of heat
and vibration putting them in a relaxed state
of mind and body.
For more information, visit ergoflextechnologies.com.

For more information, visit research.usc.edu.

PROFITABLE PRACTICE
Chiropractic specialty practices

Board-certified specialty credentials allow DCs to go beyond being “just” chiropractors and be
highly-trained specialists in a variety of fields, such as female health, pediatrics, sports medicine,
rehabilitation, pain management, radiology, nutrition, neurology, occupational health and acupuncture.
A specialist designation gives DCs the opportunity to provide a wider range of care, thereby
attracting a wider customer base and increasing revenue.
“Specialization gives chiropractors who have a passion toward a specialty population the opportunity to fully immerse themselves in that
population, which may guard against burnout in our profession,” says Jennifer Brocker, DC, DICCP, president of the American Chiropractic Association
(ACA) Pediatrics Council. “Patients can tell when their providers are passionate about the care they are providing, which leads to more referrals and
potentially more success in practice.”
Chiropractic specialties also provide patients with more options for managing specific conditions using natural methods, rather than settling for
surgical or pharmaceutical options.
For more info on available chiropractic specialty degrees, go to acatoday.org/Communities-Related-Organizations-American-Board-ofChiropractic-Specialties. — Mark Callanen
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As a small business owner, you feel the burden
of trying to be the expert in everything.
That’s why it’s important to choose
the right partners for your practice.
When it comes to financial policies and discounts,
there is no better partner than ChiroHealthUSA.
We invite you to schedule a free financial policy review.
Call 601-351-9306 or visit ChiroHealthUSA.com to chat or email us.

NEWS

DCS IN THE NEWS
B Y R I C K VA C H

When Richard Magder, DC, had a pair of shoes stolen off
the porch of his chiropractic office, it made him wonder if
in-need residents in his town needed shoes. That was four
years ago, when the Shoes4Shelbourne campaign was born.
The campaign averages 300-600 shoes each holiday season,
but last November-December the residents of Shelbourne in
Ontario dropped off 1,200 pairs of shoes, filling the office of
Shelburne Family Chiropractic. “A lot of people were donating
brand new shoes,” Alexandra Magder told the Orange Banner.
The collected shoes were brought to the Shepherd’s Cupboard
Food Bank and Choices Youth Shelter. “I think there’s a much
higher need this year than ever before,” Alexandra Magder
said. “If you don’t have a good pair of shoes it can really affect
your overall health.”
Matt Hamilton, DC, owner of Maximum Potential
Chiropractic, kicked off a “12 Days of Giving” campaign in
December that included a $5,500 donation to Cups Café, a
nonprofit where teenagers — or anyone who needs a meal
— can hang out, eat and have someone to talk to. During
COVID-19 the café served approximately 3,000 meals in 2-3

Maximum Potential Chiropractic staff show off their donations
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months, including home deliveries to shut-ins and the elderly.
Maximum Potential Chiropractic also donated $2,500 to Toys
for Tots, $500 to Oasis of Hope, and will give $1,500 and food
to Feeding Medina County in Ohio. “We wanted to stay more
in our own backyard,” Hamilton told The Gazette. “Cups Café
is a program we wanted to support that would impact the
community the most.”
LaTanya Bowman,
DC, owner of Discovery
Chiropractic and Wellness
Center, PLLC in Charlotte, N.C.,
was invited to the White House
late last year to attend The
Entrepreneurs and Innovation
Summit, where she was
recognized as a game changer
in the entrepreneurial field.
“It was a wonderful honor to
be invited to the White House,”
said Bowman, who opened
LaTanya Bowman
her practice in 2016. The
Entrepreneurs and Innovation
Summit is a program to bring
together community leaders and entrepreneurs to discuss
best practices for revitalization, opportunity zone investments,
and collaboration at all levels of government and business.
Topics included small business contracting, access to capital,
and federal programs for opportunity zones. “The experience
of being around like-minded individuals, entrepreneurs,
large corporations, governmental officials, and sharing ideas,
thoughts, and collaborations was truly inspirational,” she
said. “As a small-business owner, growth is important, and in
order to have growth you have to be around people that are
already there, or growing with you. I was grateful and it was an
extreme honor that the White House asked me to be a part of
a team of collaborative minds.”
CHIROECO.COM
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This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Truly the Best CBD:

Now Two Proven Formulas!

Get More with TruGen3®
• Direct access to Chief Clinical Advisor Dr. Chris D.
Meletis for answers to all your CBD questions

TruEase®: today’s best-in-class CBD product, produced under the highest ethical and quality standards,
now validated as the truly superior CBD product in a newly published Clinical Trial Study: “A Novel
Self-Emulsifying Drug Delivery System (SEDDS) Based on VESIsorb® Formulation Technology
Improving the Oral Bioavailability of Cannabidiol in Healthy Subjects”†.
TruEase® + Curcumin: a patented, synergistic formulation with unmatched therapeutic benefits
of Curcumin, Cannabidiol (CBD), Beta-caryophyllene, & Vitamin D3 powered by the VESIsorb® delivery
system for maximum absorption and bioavailability and validated by the recent TruEase® Clinical Trial
Study†. The active constituents in Curcumin can act as effective antioxidants against excessive free radical
damage, along with support for joints, brain, and overall good health*.

• VESIsorb® Technology for up to 440% more bioavailability than
ordinary CBD products†. Many Turmeric components’ (including
curcuminoids) fat-soluble nature can make gastronomical absorption a
challenge. The VESIsorb® delivery system minimizes these challenges,
better supporting the body’s natural inflammatory response, as well as
joint, brain and immune health.*
• Proprietary Super Critical CO2 extraction process eliminates solvents
and impurities with non-detectible THC content at < 10pm.†
• Cannabinoid profile confirmed by 3rd party Certificate of Analysis

TruGen3® continues the Lioon family legacy of three generations and more than a half-century of
nutraceutical experience, with products produced under the highest ethical standards, available
exclusively through Health Professionals. Contact us to find out how you can put our highly innovative
products to work for your patients, and your practice, today.
Contact us today for FREE SAMPLES and to find out how you can put our innovative,
one-of-a-kind products to work for your patients, and your practice, today.
† For a complete copy of the TruEase® Clinical Trial Study, visit trugen3.com/truease.
CHIROECO.COM

®

Three Generations of Truth in Nutrition

www.trugen3.com 1-844-387-8436
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USING A SPECIALTY
SERVICES MIX TO
DOUBLE YOUR
PRACTICE
Three pro tips for business-building strategies
BY M A R K SA N N A , D C , AC R B L E V E L I I , F I CC
TIME TO READ: 9-11 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

Opportunities abound to increase your practice services and sales by adding offerings that work synergistically with those you
currently provide, while also delving into cross selling and curating referrals among your patient base.

WOULDN’T IT BE NICE TO DOUBLE YOUR PRACTICE this year? Think about what you could do with the
income: Hire additional staff, take more time off, do more of what you love to do and less of what you
must do (all of the above)?
Let us look at three income-producing, business-building strategies that are widely used across
many industries to increase revenue and profitability. You have probably experienced one or more of
them without even being aware of it. Apply them to your chiropractic practice and you will see your
bottom line improve like never before.
CHIROECO.COM
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With a robust survey, you can determine the potential market
for products and services before adding them to your practice.
Pro Tip #1: Cross selling

Nothing gets done without something being sold. This is true
in business, politics, and probably all other aspects of life —
including your practice.
Cross selling is a form of sales that you can use to increase
the lifetime value of each patient to your practice. What is cross
selling? A cross sell is something that enhances the original
purchase or gives added benefit.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
WILLING TO REFER
OTHERS, ACCORDING
TO RESEARCH, YET
ONLY 29% DO
In a health care setting this can include both product and
service offerings (see Tip #2). When offered correctly, 65%
of buyers will take advantage of an upsell — if it is a value
enhancer. If a cross sell is not related or does not add any value
to enhance the original purchase — it is doomed to fail. It must
help the buyer get a better result and be related to the original
purchase to avoid being too “salesy.”
One chiropractor I know sells Spinal Decompression Therapy
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packages for $2,500. He sold 50 packages in eight weeks. He
added a cross sell of a customized lumbar brace for $195 when
combined with the original package purchase. If the patient
waited and purchased the brace later, it would cost $395. More
than 50% of patients took him up on the offer, generating $4,875
of additional revenue.

Don’t wait

Do not wait too long to cross sell. The longer you wait, the lower
your conversion rate. Cross sell at the moment of “peak buying”
state: at the time of purchase (“Would you like fries with that?”).
When done correctly, 20-65% of customers will take you up on
the offer. Amazon.com has mastered the immediate cross sell.
The moment you add something to your cart, Amazon suggests
other items that are frequently purchased together. This strategy
increased Amazon’s sales by 35%. When I bought my new phone,
thank goodness Apple offered to sell me replacement insurance
at the time of purchase, because when I dropped my phone, I
was able to replace it for $49 instead of its original value! For me,
it was a highly appreciated cross sell.
Most chiropractors do not utilize upsells for fear of being too
salesy or because they do not know about the process. Upsells
are value enhancers designed to help your patients get a better
response from your care. If you are not sure if upselling is the
right thing to do, ask yourself the following questions:
• Do you believe that the product or service you are cross selling
will benefit the patient?
CHIROECO.COM

FEATURESTORY

Adding synergistic services to your practice creates a partnership
between the practitioner and patients for personalized care.
• Do you believe it has the potential to result in a superior
outcome for the patient?
If your answer to both questions is “Yes,” don’t you have an
obligation to make the product or service available to improve
their lives? By answering yes to these questions, you may
realize you are not “selling,” but improving results and serving
your patients. If you believe you are really helping your patients,
you owe it to them to offer cross sells for improved results and
better experiences.

Pro Tip #2: Offer a synergistic service mix

Most chiropractic patients seek care for musculoskeletal disorders. Another way to increase the value each patient brings to
your practice is to consider the other problems your patients
have that you can solve.
Which services or products could you offer that work
synergistically with those you currently provide? A great place
to find out is to ask your patients. Survey them. Incentivize
them with a discount off future cash-based services. With a
robust survey, you can determine the potential market for
products and services before adding them to your practice.
Surveying can help you create a “waiting list” of patients who
are primed to purchase when you launch your new offering.
Synergistic services include (check your scope and state laws
and regs):
• Nutritional supplements
• Foot orthotics
• Regenerative medicine
• Functional medicine
• Shockwave therapy
• Laser therapy
• Decompression therapy
• Nutrient IV therapy
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Adding synergistic services to your practice creates a
partnership between the practitioner and patients for
personalized care. You can piggyback on this concept by selling
customized “bundles” of services to patients.
When you sell a bundle of services vs. single services, you
increase frequency of utilization and retention. Remove the
“pain” of payment as well as the requirement to resell by
offering auto-charge/debit payments. Every time patients must
decide to pay, they can also decide to quit care. Using these
procedures helps create a stable and predictable cash flow for
your practice.

BUYERS WHO WILL
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
AN UPSELL, IF IT IS A
VALUE-ENHANCER AND
OFFERED CORRECTLY
Pro Tip #3: Actively promote referrals

I am going to let you in on a secret: The most cost-effective way
to double your practice is to ask your patients and community
influencers regularly and systematically for referrals.
According to research from Nielsen, people are four
times more likely to buy when referred by a friend. Referred
customers are also more loyal and have a 16% higher lifetime
value, according to Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania. Referrals can have a dramatic effect on your
bottom line.
However, doing a good job and hoping patients will just refer
people is not a good strategy. Patients expect great results.
They do not refer because of great results. Do not sit back
CHIROECO.COM

PAIN

*†

When Pain is Your Problem, Curaphen is Your Answer!*†

SAFE • EFFECTIVE • NON-ADDICTIVE
®
Available At: emersonecologics.com | fullscript.com | meyerdc.com
†Occasional muscle pain due to exercise or overuse.
*THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THESE PRODUCTS ARE NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.

euromedicausa.com
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DELICIOUS

IMMUNE
SUPPORT *
Well-absorbed zinc citrate
with pure vitamin C in
a delicious, gluten-free
chewable tablet.*

and wait for referrals or rely on word of
mouth. To get patients talking about you
to others, you need to routinely do things
that are attention-worthy.

Get patients talking

How can you get your patients talking
about your service in a positive way?
When patients have a fantastic experience working with you, remind them that
you would love to have them share it on
social media.

Remember
that what gets
measured gets
managed, and
improves.
Call or order
online today.
800.545.9960

allergyresearchgroup.com
*
This statement has not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended
to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Make a game of it. Host a contest online
and ask patients to refer their friends, to
“like” your practice on Facebook, or take
other actions (social media check-ins) to
support your practice and earn additional
chances toward winning.
The key to boosting referrals is to ask
patients for them. Research from Texas
Tech indicates that 83% of satisfied
customers are willing to refer others.
Yet only 29% do, probably because they
FEBRUARY 14, 2021

were never asked to. Promote your
referral campaign in other marketing
campaigns both online and off-line.
Reach out to current and former patients
regularly. Try out SMS — patients
respond to texts more than any other
communication channel.
Use video to magnify your results by
using it to acknowledge and say thank
you for referrals. A video has a longer
shelf life than a phone call. A text with
a link to your video can be shared again
and again.

Take action

How do you eat an elephant? One bite
at a time! The same is true with doubling
your practice.
Select the practice-building tip that
most resonates with you and your
practice team. Create a plan to implement
it. Remember that what gets measured
gets managed, and improves.
Measure your current level of
production, set realistic goals and execute
your plan. Measurement allows you to
course-correct when necessary and put
your foot on the gas when you land upon
a winner. Once you have tried one pro tip,
tackle the next, and so on until you grow
your practice to double and beyond.
MARK SANNA, DC, ACRB Level II, FICC, is
a member of the Chiropractic Summit and
a board member of the Foundation for
Chiropractic Progress. He is the president and
CEO of Breakthrough Coaching and can be
reached at mybreakthrough.com or
800-723-8423.
CHIROECO.COM

Generate More
Business for Your
Practice
Using Revolutionary
Pain Relief Products
Blended with CBD

Don’t be left behind in the fastest
growing trend in pain relief.
Join thousands of pain specialists who diversify their income with
our trusted pain relief products blended with CBD. Make sessions
more profitable for you and more valuable for your clients using
these high-quality products!

You can use these products to:
Attract new patients who are eager to try CBD hemp oil
Integrate these exclusive topicals into your treatment
Enhance your clients’ self-care with individual products for retail

Level 5 is the top seller in my office. I typically use
it on 95% of my clients... I’ve tried many brands and
CBD CLINIC is by far my favorite.

Register Today and
Get Free Samples

Bonnie W.

888-422-3254 | cbdclinic.co | info@charlottesweb.com
Now part of the Charlotte’s WebTM Family, The World's Most Trusted Hemp ExtractTM. ©2020 Abacus Health Product, Inc. All rights reserved.

FINANCIAL
ADVICE

GET AHEAD OF THE GAME BY TAX TIME
Use these tips and avoid these slips with your practice when dealing with the IRS
B Y T I F FA N Y C O U C H , C PA / C F F, C F E
TIME TO READ: 8-10 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

Avoid the No. 1 and No. 2 most-common fraudulent activity in practices — and use these tips for tax preparation and dealing
with vendors to meet your tax obligations on time and without difficulties.

IN DECEMBER, WHEN MOST PEOPLE WERE THINKING ABOUT
NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS or goals for the coming year, most

small business owners were gearing up to close their books
and comply with the seemingly endless requirements for
federal and state taxes.
Tax year 2020 is still fraught with uncertainty for many of us
— especially those companies that received Payroll Protection
Program (PPP) funding. As I write this article, we believe that
PPP-related expenditures will be deductible and that the PPP
loans will be forgiven. Despite this uncertainty, the majority of
annual tax requirements remain the same. Before you close
the books on last year and start anew, consider the following
to ensure compliance with tax regulations, maximize your tax
deductions and reduce your risk of fraud.
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File payroll tax forms on time

Whether you are using an outside payroll company (which
I highly recommend to reduce risk of non-compliance with
payroll tax requirements), or are still preparing payroll in your
office, make sure you file the requisite quarterly (Form 941)
and annual payroll tax forms (Form 940 and Forms W-2/W-3).
Depending on the state where you operate, you may have
quarterly and annual payroll tax forms due as well.
PRO TIP: If you are struggling financially, it is imperative to
file the forms even with absence of payment. Filing forms on
time will help you eliminate late-filing or non-filing penalties
and interest. If you can, prioritize the payment of payroll taxes,
as non-payment or late payment of these amounts result in
hefty penalties and interest as well.
CHIROECO.COM
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As a forensic accountant who has investigated fraud in dozens
of practices, the number one fraud I see is skimming of
revenues from the practice (i.e., incoming deposits are diverted).
File 1099 forms

Did you pay a lawyer or rent last year? Did you pay for the
services of a consultant or other person (accountant, electrician, IT services, etc.) last year in excess of $600? If you
answered yes to these questions, then you are required to file
Form 1099 (now called Form 1099-NEC) with the IRS.
PRO TIP: Beat the rush to complete your forms at the last
minute by requiring all vendors to provide a Form W9 before
you pay them. This form will provide all information you need
to file the 1099 forms. Too late and you don’t have a W9 on file?
Call and request one from the vendor (or send them this link:
irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/fw9.pdf).

Pay estimates

One of the best ways to get behind with the IRS is to not pay
your estimated tax payments each quarter, instead spending
the money on your practice or over-distributing amounts to
yourself. Get in the habit of paying your estimates each quarter
(January, April, July and September).
PRO TIP: Set up a separate bank account and call it your “tax
savings account.” Each month (or each week), take a certain
portion of your gross income and put it in your tax savings
account (your CPA can help you figure out the appropriate
percentage). Setting aside money on a regular basis ensures a
seamless and non-stressful payment of quarterly estimates.

Identify large purchases

Did you make any investments in software, property, furniture
or equipment last year? If yes, you will likely be eligible to
depreciate those new items on an accelerated basis, lowering
your taxable income.
Make sure to point out these items for your CPA.
PRO TIP: Want to make your CPA happy? Itemize the
following information for them: date of purchase, vendor,
amount of purchase and nature of purchase.
Want to ensure you don’t have to go looking for this
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information in the future? Instruct your bookkeeper to record
all large purchases in one ledger account (e.g., Furniture and
Equipment) each year so that this information can be directly
printed from your accounting system.

Verify your gross income

Ensure that the income recorded on your tax returns is only
income received from revenue sources, and not loans, capital
contributions, etc.
The best way to do this is to print the “gross revenue” or
“sales” ledger from your accounting system and make sure that
your bookkeeper did not mis-record any deposits from loans or
capital contributions as income.

W9

SAVE TIME BY REQUIRING
ALL VENDORS TO
PROVIDE A FORM W9
BEFORE YOU PAY THEM
PRO TIP: As a forensic accountant who has investigated
fraud in dozens of practices, the number one fraud I see is
skimming of revenues from the practice (i.e., incoming deposits
are diverted).
I highly recommend that you run a revenue report from
your medical practice software and compare that to your bank
statements (not your accounting software) to ensure that your
revenues were actually deposited to the bank. While you’re
at it, review your contractual write-off (or credits) reports to
make sure that those amounts appear reasonable for your
practice (and do not indicate that someone is stealing incoming
revenues and covering it up by posting write-offs or credits to
patient accounts).
CHIROECO.COM
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FINANCIALADVICE

The second-most common fraudulent activity I see in
practices is the employee’s improper use of business funds.
Stop the personal spend

Business expenditures should be the only expenditures run
through your business bank accounts. Period.
As a small business owner, I get it. Sometimes it is just easier
to spend business funds for personal purchases. After all, the
money is yours, right? In the event that you have co-mingled
business and personal funds, make sure that you or your
bookkeeper segregate those amounts into an “Owner Draw”
account on the ledger. This will remove the amounts from your
deductible expenditures and ensure that you are in compliance
with tax regulations.

FORM
1099
(NOW CALLED FORM 1099-NEC)

TIFFANY COUCH, CPA/CFF, CFE, is the founder and CEO of Acuity
Forensics, a nationally-recognized forensic accounting firm based
in the Pacific Northwest. She is the author of “The Thief in Your
Company,” a book that explores the financial and emotional impacts
of fraud on business. She can be reached at tcouch@acuityforensics.
com or 360-573-5158.

NEEDS TO BE FILED WHEN YOU
PAY CONSULTANTS OR FOR
SERVICE IN EXCESS OF $600
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PRO TIP: Never have time to review your bank account
statements, cancelled check images or credit card statements?
You may be surprised to find out that the second-most
common fraudulent activity I see in practices is employees’
improper use of business funds.
This is typically seen when employees write checks to
themselves or their personal vendors or use the practice debit
or credit card for personal expenditures. I highly recommend
that you review these statements (ideally, on a monthly basis)
to verify this activity is not occurring in your practice.
Ensuring tax compliance and minimizing your risk of fraud
do not have to be enormous or overwhelming year-end or
tax-time tasks. By implementing simple changes to your
practice management routine, you can decrease your risk of
employee theft and decrease the stress of tax time.
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PRACTICE
CENTRAL

STEP-BY-STEP
BUILDING YOUR
BUSINESS
WITH CUSTOM
ORTHOTICS

Make 3D scans a part of your patient
report of findings
B Y A M A N DA B L E D S O E , D C
TIME TO READ: 10-12 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

With a combination of displays and visibility, staff and patient education along
with marketing support, custom orthotics can transform a chiropractic practice.

I OPENED MY PRACTICE in December 2017. I had previously
been a custom orthotics salesperson as an associate in a practice for many years. I had worn custom orthotics myself for a
long time and gotten successful results with them.
When I was choosing which equipment from my previous
practice to purchase for my own first clinic, one of the initial
purchases I made was to order a 3D foot-scanning kiosk.
I chose that over other equipment because number one,
it was a revenue generator. And the fantastic part is that a
big component of my report of findings is using the laser 3D
scan as exam findings. It has definitely helped me educate my
patients on how long they have had this condition beyond just
their back hurting last month by explaining how their arches
have affected them for many years.
Bledsoe Chiropractic has become the “foot chiropractor” in
our town and even gets referrals from other chiropractors who
do not offer custom orthotics. This has helped us to be able to
talk about feet in our social media marketing — and some of
our biggest successes have been our foot posts.
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GIVING BACK
L I G H T S T H E WAY

FORWARD.
AMAZING THINGS HAPPEN WHEN YOU
PUT THE PROFESSION YOU SERVE FIRST.
When we were founded by chiropractors 75
years ago, it was because the profession needed
an insurance company that truly understood
its unique needs and challenges. A lot of things
have changed since then, but one thing remains
constant: you are the priority.

From funding research and supporting state
associations by providing free speakers for their
programs and events and a steady stream of
complimentary resources, we do everything
in our power to continue to advance the
chiropractic profession. And you.
Because giving back lights the way for the next
75 years of chiropractic — and beyond.
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PRACTICECENTRAL

We have foot posters in every room of our office,
which generate conversation and questions from
patients and their guests from the very first visit.
The value of visibility

In our community outreach, we show our staff treating the feet
in our rehab department using tape and massage, along with
rehabilitation. We take pictures of every patient who receives
their new pair of orthotics, similar to how I have seen people
posting a picture with their new car.
This helps us attract new patients to our practice who are
already being referred either from another patient or from our
Facebook page for foot-related conditions. This has created
better compliance with our patients and a better practice fit
from the beginning.
They know immediately from the signage in our office, the
custom flip-flops and sandals sitting on the consult desk,
and the sample orthotics that this is going to be a part of our
practice. From the beginning it has been a hugely successful
part of the practice with improved patient outcomes as well as
revenue for our clinic.

On day one every patient
watches a short video.
Afterward, we talk about
orthotics before they even
meet the doctor.
Dependable and consistent revenue

Thousands of dollars each year come from custom orthotics
consistently every month, even throughout the pandemic year
of 2020. We have not sold less than 40 pairs any month this
year. Patients still have flexible spending and health savings
account money that they have used throughout the year.
I have found that a stranger could walk in off the street after
hearing about our free foot scan and order and pay for orthotics
that first time they come to our clinic. This is a win-win for us,
being able to help patients as well as run a successful business.
I’m always looking for a win-win and this is a great one.
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Every single patient who comes in our clinic gets a custom
laser foot scan with our two-foot kiosk. On day one every
patient watches a short video. Afterward, we talk about
orthotics before they even meet the doctor. We go over the
scan with every new patient. As patients return to care, if
it’s been more than a year, they do a new scan. We even
invite them to bring their family in for a free scan and have a
consultation to go over those results.
Whether you’ve been in practice for a month or 20 years, I
would highly recommend considering custom orthotics for your
business. I believe this tool helps patients sustain their healthy
changes, is a great addition to your initial exam procedure and
will generate revenue.
Any time I’m looking to add a new tool or equipment to my
office, I judge not only the product or service that I’m going to
be selling, but what kind of support I am going to get. Is the
company going to hold my hand and make it easy for both me
and my staff to explain the product or service and sell it with
success? They do and have for many doctors, and you gain
support from fellow custom orthotics chiropractors also.

Marketing support helps sell custom orthotics

We have foot posters in every room of our office, which
generate conversation and questions from patients and their
guests from the very first visit. Even the front window of our
clinic has information and posters.
Make sure your custom orthotics maker has a great
marketing department that helps cross-promote with your logo
and brand. Mine sends lots of emails that you can then share
on your Facebook page. We have a foot section on our website
with a digital catalog. They couldn’t make it any easier for
you to have success with selling custom orthotics. You do not
have to be a trained salesperson to help your patients get this
product in their shoes.
For most of my 10 years as an associate at another
practice before branching out on my own, I recommended
custom orthotics. A big change happened when I opened
my own practice and went to additional training. I realized
that in order to get the maximum benefit, that I, my family,
my staff and my patients needed to have enough pairs to
wear orthotics 24-7. Like glasses, they don’t work if you’re not
wearing them!
CHIROECO.COM

As a small business owner, you feel the burden
of trying to be the expert in everything.
That’s why it’s important to choose
the right partners for your practice.
When it comes to financial policies and discounts,
there is no better partner than ChiroHealthUSA.
We invite you to schedule a free financial policy review.
Call 601-351-9306 or visit ChiroHealthUSA.com to chat or email us.

PRACTICECENTRAL

From the beginning it has
been a hugely successful part
of the practice, with improved
patient outcomes as well as
revenue for our clinic.
My team loves our own custom orthotics

I’ve encouraged patients I had seen for years who wore a pair
in their athletic shoes to get a second pair that would fit in slim
dress shoes or clogs. I then also realized that custom flip-flops
were fantastic for the lake and the boat and year-round as
my house shoes in Arkansas. So, for most of our patients we
recommend at least two pairs, if not three. This has given, of
course, greater revenue to our clinic as well as greater shortand long-term success to our patients and our team.
If you have staff, they can be a giant resource when it comes
to both educating, scanning and selling custom orthotics. All
of our staff receive a free pair of orthotics after they’ve been
with us for 90 days. That way they can experience the benefits
of custom orthotics while working hard standing on their feet
serving our patients each day. Then they tell our patients how
wonderful they are and encourage them to both buy them and
wear them.
Custom orthotics also can help expand your reach. We
are a busy multi-doctor practice. I found that I could not sell
orthotics by myself, so I have a key staff person who works at
our front desk and manages most of our sales in addition to
them being recommended by their treating doctor. Information
is noted in the report of findings on day two, and they get
prompted in their second and third phase of care to make sure
they have purchased those orthotics.
We have a flyer with our pricing structure and information
on the back about their one-year money-back guarantee. The
company does webinars and helps train our associates.
My fantastic staff person Gail was even featured in a
webinar because she’s been so helpful keeping up with our
goals and helping our patients. There are so many ways that
custom orthotics can help your practice and your patients.
As we embark on a new year in 2021, we highly recommend
custom orthotics when you are considering ways to grow your
bottom line with a great product that your patients will love
and find great benefit in.
AMANDA BLEDSOE, DC, is a 2005 graduate of Cleveland Chiropractic
College in Kansas City, Kan., who writes for Foot Levelers. She also earned
a B.S. in Science from the University of Central Arkansas. She is the owner
of Bledsoe Chiropractic Clinic of Conway, Ark., founded in 2017.
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Why subject your practice to a life sentence?
Wouldn’t you rather spend your
money on something… fun?

Over your career,
ECLIPSE® can save you
$60,000 or more in
monthly payments alone!
And that’s just the tip of the iceberg...
More experience running our own busy multi-disciplinary
practice · More experience growing small client practices into
behemoths · More experience working with payers, auditors, &
investigators · More experience saving you money · Thousands of
practices · Tens of thousands of users.

1.352.488.0081 · www.INeedECLIPSE.com
ECLIPSE is a registered trademark ® of MPN Software Systems • Copyright © MPN Software Systems 2019

MARKETING
MATTERS

IS YOUR DIGITAL
MARKETING
CHECKING THESE
KEY BOXES?
Don’t let patients slip through your
marketing cracks and get lost
BY M I L E S B O DZ I N , D C
TIME TO READ: 11-13 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

Your digital marketing efforts should be creating a funnel for patient
communication, retention and education to bring them back in the door.

THE WORLD OF MARKETING IS CONSTANTLY CHANGING. When I
first started out, “marketing” meant that we had an ad running
in the giant yellow phone books that got delivered to people’s
houses. Having a black-and-white image in there was extra
fancy and special at that time.
In today’s chiropractic environment there are way more
possibilities. There are so many outlets out there now that it
can be overwhelming, and the content you put out there is
most important. The same message doesn’t always work across
the board for every outlet.
A key clarifying point is that “marketing” does not just mean
you are trying to attract new patients. This also means you are
staying in contact with your existing practice members.

Education and retention

Frequent contact and education are also forms of marketing.
We know that frequently connecting with and educating your
existing patients leads to higher retention and is also a great
way to reach inactive patients while generating more referrals
and just staying top-of-mind with your patients.
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Accuflex Lasers

Highest quality and affordable pricing

The Medray Quad
$14,995

* The best priced Quad Laser on the market
* Intelitech software
* 650, 810, 915, 980 wavelengths
* Dozens of presets and wireless stop switch
* Pulsed, continuous or your own settings
* 30w dual wavelength only $12,995

The Medray T3
Only $21,995

* 45w of power with 810, 915, and 1064 wavelengths
* TURBO MODE … real super pulsing, not techno babble
* Make and save a database and fully editable parameters
* Preloaded patient education videos
* Full marketing and certification curse included
* Continuous, pulsed, or TURBO treatment modes
* Multiple treatment applicators
THE ABSOULUTE BEST 45w LASER ON PLANET EARTTH
FREE S.T.A.R. HANDS FREE TREATMENT SYSTEM

The Accuray Quad Q45
Special Price $17,995

* 45w of power at 650, 810, 915, and 980 wavelengths
* Make and save your own treatments or use the presets
* Ability to make a patient data base
* Preloaded patient education videos
* Free emitter accessories for the best treatment outcomes
* Select pulsed, continuous, or our new TURBO emission mode
* Optional thermal scanner to show patients areas needing
treatment
* Marketing materials, set up kit, full instructions and certification

Tables and Lasers

(573) 745-1086

• drg4000@att.net
accuflextables.com • medraylaser.com • accuraylaser.com • thelasermasters.com
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MARKETINGMATTERS

Even though our inboxes are way too clogged, it’s still one of
the most powerful resources you can use for marketing.
From here on out, when I talk marketing, I do not mean just
for new patients. Retention is key to a successful practice, and
marketing to your existing clients will help that.
So, you’re ready to take on the world of digital marketing.
The first thing you need to do is make sure you are clear on
your message. What is it you are offering? I don’t mean any
sort of promo or deal, but is your message about overall health
and wellness? Getting people out of pain? Posture? What is
it you are selling? I like to refer to this as being clear on what
your product is.
Once you are clear on the message you want to get across,
here are a few content tips:
 Deliver something of value. This can be health tips or

stretches or a quick explanation of how the nervous system
works. Delivering content that people can learn from not only
gives you credibility, but keeps your audience engaged.

 Be consistent with social media. Post frequently.
 Always have a call-to-action.
 Don’t be afraid to stand out. We are advertised to nonstop

from the moment we wake up until the moment we go to
bed. Having something catchy (with the ability to make
people stop scrolling on their phones) will help set you apart
from the rest.

 Don’t be afraid to brag about your successes. Tell the stories

of wins people have had in your office. Chances are that if
the person seeing this marketing material wouldn’t benefit
from the results you achieve, they know someone who will.

 Focus on what’s in it for the person, not you.

Let’s discuss some marketing outlets you can use:

Email

Your email list is a very powerful tool. Even though our
inboxes are way too clogged, it’s still one of the most powerful
resources you can use for marketing. You don’t have an email
list? Well, you better start building one.
Frequent contact is crucial to the success of your existing
practice members staying under care. I use email campaigns
to consistently and automatically educate them over time. I
even assign them a birthday campaign so that every year they
automatically hear from me on their birthday. That way, any
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who may have fallen through the cracks will hear from me.
We also send them newsletters from time to time just so
should they be ready to come back to us one day, we are the
first office they think of.
For prospective clients, email is a great tool to use to
continue communication and education. If we’re at a screening
event and they don’t sign up for a new patient appointment,
we add them to a specific group and continue to invite them
into the office. They will also start receiving the newsletter
emails for when they are ready.
If you host educational events or webinars, your email list is
absolutely one of your top ways to promote it to both existing
patients and prospective patients. Think of them as “warm
leads” to your event. They already showed interest, so they are
more likely to attend and better yet, bring friends. This brings
us to our next topic…

Online events (webinars)

You may think this is something just for software companies to
host — but it most definitely is not. Especially with COVID shutting
down a lot of in-person events in the past year, webinars are a
great, low-overhead way to reach and educate your community.
The best part of webinars is that people who may have
been skeptical and hesitant to go in person to an event are
more comfortable with the low-stress environment of watching
it from the comfort of their own home. It also allows more
flexibility in scheduling. Educate on your topic (again, be clear
on the messaging) and have an easy and valuable call-toaction delivered with hope to the prospective clients.
Be sure to encourage your current list of people to share the
event with their friends and family. Post and promote this on
your social media.

Social media

Love it or hate it, social media is the way of the world now and
is a great way to reach an audience you may not have met
before. There are countless ways to use this and I am self-admittedly not a social media expert. But that’s what makes
these tips easy for anyone to implement.
In my office we would run wellness scores on patients that
produce letter grades. At re-exam time, we re-run them and
give feedback on the progress they’re making. I would not only
post a HIPAA-compliant version of these comparison reports
showing the progress someone has made, but I would also tell
a story about that person.
Example: “This is a 35-year-old who came in with complaints
of XYZ.” This makes it so others who may be experiencing the
CHIROECO.COM

2021: A GOLDEN
YEAR FOR
CHIROPRACTIC
AND YOUR
PRACTICE
+ PLUS:
The Foundation for Chiropractic
Progress is making history
with Network TV commercials
during the 2021 Summer
Olympics!
When you join the F4CP as a Gold Member
(for only $100/ month), you receive early access to the Olympic
commercial to share with your audience.

Grab the Gold for your practice in 2021!
Join the F4CP or upgrade to Gold Membership at

www.f4cp.org/CE

 Monthly Marketing Roadmaps
Step-by-step guides, with weekly action
steps to keep your community outreach
on track

 Social Media Accelerators
Easy, click-to-share content for your social
media platforms

 Practice Building Flyers & Brochures
Personalized to educate your patients and
community

 Customizable PowerPoints
Cover the hottest topics—great for virtual
and in-person presentations
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Digital lead generation and contact
information capture tools

Dr. Erica Witter-Davis
Past Olympian, Doctor of Chiropractic,
Star of F4CP Olympic Commercial

 Custom Media Lists
The best places for you to market in your
local community And, so much more it
won’t fit on one page!

MARKETINGMATTERS

I’m also a fan of doing quick videos with tips and
announcements. It just keeps people engaged.
same thing can see the results we get in
our office. It also keeps existing patients
motivated to see that others have done
it; they can too.
You can do the same thing also
using before-and-after X-rays, posture
pictures or any other tool that visually
demonstrates an improvement in the
patient. I’m also a fan of doing quick

videos with tips and announcements. It
just keeps people engaged. Today, pages
that do this successfully have followers
in the tens of thousands. This establishes
them as someone that is credible and will
definitely keep their offices busy.
Prospective patients get a taste of the
environment in your office and can see
more personality behind just a name.

THE PERFECT
COMPLEMENT TO
CHIROPRACTIC CARE

Your Touchless Solution for Water Massage

Adding a HydroMassage Bed or Lounge to your practice is the
easiest
to providethe
theHydroMassage
benefits of water
massage
to your
patients
After 30
years way
of innovation,
440X
is the most
advanced
who don’t want to be touched. Compared to hands-on massage,
water massage
technology
ever
produced.
Highlights
include:
HydroMassage water massage sessions are convenient, affordable and
accessible for all patients.

Doctors with HydroMassage Beds and Lounges often generate
$2,000 - $6,000 in new monthly revenue and see an increase in new
patient referrals.

WELLNESS-FOCUSED, INNOVATION-DRIVEN
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They get to see the community you have
built and the results you get. For your
existing patients, it helps that top-ofmind awareness and also builds a sense
of community.

Digital media in the office

When your patients are in the office, you
have a golden opportunity to use digital
messages to educate and market. And
the cost to do this is crazy-affordable
compared to years ago.
When I first went into practice in
1994 there was a company selling digital
marketing with TVs for over $24,000. Now
there are companies providing similar
services for small monthly costs. All you
have to do is just buy the TVs and network
them all to the service. Simple and
low-cost.
We’ve had TVs all over the office
playing educational content. We even
had one in the restroom. I’m pretty sure
it got read the most as it was routine
for patients to ask about what they
learned on the TV when returning from
the restroom.
This only scratches the surface
regarding the number of things you can
do when it comes to marketing. Get all
of your team members involved. We
all possess different skills, talents and
perspectives, so if you have a team
member who is full of personality and
loves the camera, then make the best
use of their talents. If you have someone
who would rather contribute content
and ideas behind the scenes, that’s
wonderful too.
Promoting the practice, educating your
community, and marketing your brand is
a team effort that needs to be executed
in a thoughtful and strategic way. Sit
down, make a plan and do it with joy.
MILES BODZIN, DC, is the founder and CEO
of Cash Practice Systems, “Chiropractic’s
#1 Technology Platform for Creating Loyal
Patients.” He can be contacted at drbodzin@
cashpractice.com or 877-343-8950 x200.
CHIROECO.COM
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FINANCIAL
ADVICE

‘EXPLODE YOUR INCOME’ WITH
THIS NEW REVENUE STREAM
Cosmetic body sculpting and weight loss, formerly for
medical specialists, continues to rise in popularity
BY GARY HUDDLESTON, DC, AND ROB HANOPOLE, DC
TIME TO READ: 13-15 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

A fast-growing and lucrative area in the cosmetic realm, body sculpting and fat reduction bring in hundreds or close to $1,000
for a 30-minute session and are fully staff-driven after consultation, exam and report of findings.

AS CHIROPRACTORS, WE HAVE ALWAYS LOOKED TO THE
SPINAL ADJUSTMENT AS OUR MAIN FOCUS OF INCOME, and it’s
been that way for over 120 years. However, as time progressed
and so did the profession, everyone has looked at additional
ways to not only add a viable and excellent service for our
patients, but to add a substantial income source from that
addition without costing a fortune or needing an expansive
clinic addition or staff.
Many have added spinal decompression, which is a fantastic
therapy. Class IV laser has proven to be a major player and
probably the fastest-growing modality on the market today as
far as results and the ability to grow your income.
There have also been various weight-loss programs
introduced, ranging from diet and nutrition to various
machines using LEDs or at times low-powered Class III
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lasers. It appears that all of these services can produce extra
income and patients for your practice. However, there are
two new clinical treatments chiropractors can add that are
inexpensive, produce excellent results, and the fee per service
is extraordinary.

Aesthetic cellulite reduction

These new therapies break into a field that very few of us have
gone into, and that is aesthetic cellulite reduction, fat reduction
and body sculpting, treatments that have been reserved for
medical specialists.
Currently, body sculpting and cellulite removal and
reduction is basically offered only by high-end medical spas,
plastic surgeons and MDs. They charge anywhere from $200$800 per 30-minute session and it is a fully staff-driven service
CHIROECO.COM

We know these have been difficult times. Sombra® Professional Therapy Products have been manufacturing the
Lotions and Crèmes you trust for over 45 years. The Sombra® product line is clinically recommended and trusted.
Nothing is more important to us than quality. We believe that true healing starts with the type of products you use.
Sombra® is proudly manufactured in our own facility, ensuring we have utmost control over quality.
Our pain-relieving gels have always contained natural ingredients without harsh chemicals or by-products.

Sombra® is committed to your health and well being.

In combining soothing botanicals with
powerful antibacterial elements, we have
perfected our original alcohol-based hand
sanitizer that is tough on germs, yet gentle on
your skin! Manufactured in our state-of-the-art
laboratories and developed by experts.
Sombra® Antibacterial
Hand Sanitizer was
created to naturally
disinfect and protect
you—while moisturizing
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citrus aroma!

To order, please visit one of our valued Distribution partners:
www.sombraUSA.com/how-to-buy/health-professionals/
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This is an exploding area in the cosmetic realm and patients
will pay your fee for excellent service and excellent results.
after consultation, exam and report of findings, which includes
areas to be treated and number of sessions needed.
This is an exploding area in the cosmetic realm and patients
will pay your fee for excellent service and excellent results. The
interest in body sculpting, fat loss and cellulite reduction and
removal is amazing.
There are various modes and machines to do body sculpting
fat loss and cellulite reduction and removal, and these range
from laser in both Class III and Class IV ranges to potions and
pills to EMS. It should be noted that some of these work much
better than others, while some therapies do nothing more than
waste time and money.

does not need the “squeeze test” to be seen. The toxins in
these cells are acidic, which makes them draw more water into
the tissues, which could cause neuritis.
3. Stage Three — This is the final and more aggressive stage
of cellulite formation. It is here where the cellulite tissues can
begin to harden and take on a more firm shape. It is this stage
where the cellulite can be tenderer and sensitive due to the
congestion of fluids and toxins in the tissue. It is this stage that
needs an aggressive treatment regimen.

10-12 INCHES

“LEDS OR LASERS THAT ARE 10-12
INCHES AWAY FROM THE SKIN AND
OF VERY LOW POWER COULD BE
QUESTIONED ON THEIR EFFICIENCY”

Addressing cellulite

Cellulite is a unique tissue and has to be addressed as such.
As we age, the stretchy or elastic properties of the skin are
reduced. When you combine this with a decrease in the
production of collagen, you have the formula to start cellulite
production.
As internal collagen drops, these fibers loosen up and the
underlying matrix begins to droop or sag. This matrix allows the
outer skin to in turn droop or sag to match the internal changes
going on.
Cellulite happens when fat cells that are, or have
become enlarged, become fixated underneath the skin.
The physiological occurrence produces a snowball effect
that causes a visual change in the skin, that being dimpling,
bumping or the “cottage cheese” visual. Also as we age, the
skin does as well, and takes on a thinning appearance as these
morphed fat cells and resulting cells clump, thus resulting in
more lumps and bumps and the “cottage cheese” or “orange
peel” that can be both seen and felt through the natural skin
thinning process.
Cellulite is non-racial and can form on any sex, with women
being affected more due to the production of estrogen. Women
also usually have a higher natural percentage of body fat and
hormonal changes that men do not have.

The 3 phases of cellulite development

Many don’t realize, but there are three distinct phases of cellulite development:
1. Stage One — Cellulite dimpling is noticeable when
squeezing the involved tissue. There could be pockets of fluid
with toxins stored in the adipose tissue, but these adipose
or fat clusters have not been pushed up into the connective
tissues yet.
2. Stage Two — A much more prominent visualization of
dimpling/bumping is noticed when standing or lying down and
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As discussed previously, there are many methods in the field
that supposedly combat the cellulite problem. First, cellulite
is difficult to address due to its makeup. Cellulite rubs, lotions
and creams simply do not have the penetration power to
address the fat cell-clumping and loss of collagen.
These are superficial types of treatment and if anything,
may cause a bit of smoothing of the skin due to rehydration,
but do little to address the core problem. There have been
various lasers and LED machines and some of these are very
good, but also could be very expensive. As a manufacturer
of high-quality Class IV therapy lasers, I have learned that
for laser or LEDs to be effective, and also from scientific
published fact, that the emission needs to be as close to the
skin as possible to avoid scatter radiation.
LEDs or lasers that are 10-12 inches away from the skin and
of very low power could be questioned on their efficiency
due to the reasons already mentioned. Plus, any cellulite
therapy treatment needs to be strong enough to affect the
cells in question and cause not only cellular reconstruction but
increase collagen production as well. Liposuction as well as
cryotherapy have been proven successful, but these methods
can be painful, cause health issues, and are considered an
invasive procedure that only certain professionals can perform.

Acoustic wave

Currently, most medical doctors, high-end health spas, and
plastic surgeons are using a scientific- and clinical-study-approved therapy that many of us may be familiar with, and that
is acoustic wave or AW. The reasons for this are, again, that
acoustic wave is relatively inexpensive to purchase, can be
CHIROECO.COM
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As internal collagen drops, these fibers loosen up
and the underlying matrix begins to droop or sag.
staff-driven, is non-invasive and has been shown to continually
get excellent results while producing huge income returns.
However, before you jump into the body sculpting, fat loss
and cellulite removal and reduction arena with the acoustic
wave or lipo laser you have in the clinic for your patients to
treat frozen shoulder or similar conditions, you must realize
that not all AW and lipo machines are the same.

Purchasing a machine and turnkey package

It is very easy to go on eBay or Amazon and find an acoustic
wave machine from a dozen or more manufacturers from
across the globe. Many of these are extremely affordable
and offer all forms of treatment and some even for cellulite.
However, the buyer needs to be extremely cautious when
purchasing these machines.
First of all, is the unit FDA listed or registered? Many of
these machines have no clearances whatsoever from anyone
or any agency. Secondly, many of these AW devices are generic
and many of the treatments are shotgun in nature, meaning
most treatments are not specific to the problem and cellulite
treatment — muscle contouring and body shaping take exact
treatment protocols to be effective.
The third reason is customer service. Many of these
machines literally have no customer service, repair, or even
contact with the manufacturers if you have questions or
concerns. Finally, just what exactly are you buying? In order
to be successful, you must have, as mentioned, an excellentquality acoustic wave or lipo machine that is actually dedicated
to the treatment of cellulite reduction and removal, fat loss
and the associated treatments needed to go with it.
Of course, good customer service is a must, and finally you
also must secure a very strong presence behind you to help
with marketing, advertising, clinic forms and clinical expertise.
In other words, you need a turnkey package that can get you
up and running, treating patients, and making a sizable return
on investment quickly.

Targeting tissues

A good and proper acoustic wave machine will actually cause
miniscule or micro tears in the targeted tissues as well as
attacking fatty deposits and cells. This continued cycle of
micro tears stimulates the body to increase its production of
collagen, which is actually a part of the healing process.
When collagen production is increased, it helps to heal injured
tissue. When these tendons and connective matrixes start to
heal, they are replaced and/or rejuvenated with a stronger
framework. This in turn causes smoother skin, a noticeable
reduction in cellulite and even at times total elimination.
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The second phase in your clinic that goes hand-in-hand with
cellulite treatment is aesthetic body shaping and fat removal,
which can be professionally addressed with the correct
powered lasers that cause lipolysis. Some machines such as
radio frequency or fat freezing actually kill and destroy the fat
cells, which often takes a long period of time to see results and
can cause cavities or voids where the fat died and was removed.
Laser lipolysis causes a rupture in fatty cellular membranes,
which in turn allows the contents to escape and be absorbed
by the lymphatic system. Results are often seen immediately
and there is no pain or downtime. Some weight-loss machines
use LEDs, which can be effective but need to be close to the
skin to avoid scatter. Just perform due diligence to see which
system is the right one for you.

$200-$800
AVERAGE CHARGE FOR BODY
SCULPTING AND CELLULITE
REMOVAL AND REDUCTION PER
30-MINUTE SESSION

High return on investment

Acoustic wave therapy and dedicated lipo laser fat removal
are exciting and profitable new treatment ventures that can
be added to any existing practice with the right equipment,
training and company behind you.
These are two treatment procedures that have only been
done by top-tier medical professionals who demand very high
fees and now can be introduced to our profession as well. Most
chiropractors have never thought about branching off into the
aesthetic cosmetic field, but these treatments produce some
of the highest returns on investment of anything you can do in
your clinic. Just do it the right and correct way.
GARY HUDDLESON, DC, has been a practicing chiropractor for over
40 years and works exclusively in the film, entertainment and music
industry. He is the owner of Accuflex Tables and Lasers, as well as
Passion Celluloss. He can be reached at 573-745-1086, drg4000@att.net
or passioncelluloss.com.
ROB HANOPOLE, DC, is a successful chiropractor and lecturer and is
the owner and CEO of The Laser Masters. He can be contacted through
thelasermasters.com or at 954-296-8473.
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PERFORMING RESEARCH
IN THE SMALL OFFICE
A step-by-step guide for documenting and
submitting your most interesting cases
BY ALAN COOK, DC
TIME TO READ: 7-8 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

Research doesn’t just happen in large practices backed by corporations. Small-practice research is beneficial to DCs and the
industry as a whole.

“Research means that you don’t know, but are willing to find out.”
— Charles Kettering
CHIROPRACTIC RESEARCH HAS GIVEN THE PROFESSION
LEGITIMACY. It has opened the door to inclusion in various
insurance programs, hospitals, military health care and sports
medicine. Research also allows the profession to acquire grants
to perform more research.
For example, a randomized controlled trial on low-back
pain was published in the British Medical Journal in 1990.1
This trial was large (741 subjects), where outcomes of two
years were reported. The group under chiropractic care
improved with significant advantage over the group treated
by physical therapists.
Due to substantially better outcomes in the chiropractictreated group, the British government included chiropractic in
the national health system. There is a link between research
and practice.
It’s easy for someone in practice to feel disconnected
from the world of research. But incorporating research
into your practice can yield you and the profession
tangible benefits.
Research isn’t a single entity. There are several variations of
research designs, and some will be applicable to your practice.
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Here are the various categories of research design, with
randomized controlled trial (RCT) having the most status and
descending to the study designs of the least status.
As top-of-pyramid research designs require significant
infrastructure (institution review board, statistician and large
patient numbers), the RCT, cohort study and case control study
are impractical for small practices.
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growing my practice.” — Dr. Laurianne, D.O.
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— Dr. Brandy, Chiropractor

RESEARCH

Research isn’t a single entity. There are several variations of
research designs, and some will be applicable to your practice.
Case report and presentation

During every chiropractic seminar that I’ve attended I have
heard at least one doctor relate an anecdote. A patient came in
with XYZ, he/she was adjusted this or that way, which then had
an excellent outcome. Sound familiar?
The difference between an anecdote and a case report is the
level of detail. An anecdote is often told in a manner similar to a
SOAP note:
Subjective: Patient came in with XXX.
Objective: On examination, I found XXX.
Assessment/Action: I did XXX.
Plan/Outcome/Prognosis: The result was XXX.
A case report follows a similar format; however, the details
are greatly expanded. For example, for the subjective, you begin
with: “A well-conditioned 41-year-old white female with the chief
complaint of headaches was seen.”
Descriptors as to the onset, duration, frequency, and quality
and locations of pain are stated. Headaches are provoked by
XXX and relieved with YYY. All of the pertinent positives and
negatives elicited during the patient intake are reported.
A similar detailed discussion of the examination findings
is described in the objective section. This includes your
observations (e.g. gait, posture, pain behavior), physical
examination findings, imaging and laboratory. These results may
have taken place over days or weeks, therefore the chronology
should be reported.

Case reports can help to
identify new clinical issues
and lead to development
of hypotheses.
The composite of the subjective and objective should be
drawn together to express your hypothesis or working diagnosis.
You might also state why other possible diagnoses were ruled
out or considered improbable.

Tell the story

The case report is a story, an in-depth discussion of a particular situation rather than a sweeping statistical survey. It
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reflects the way in which doctors in the field practice — one
patient at a time.
Continuing to build your case report, you would then describe
the chosen treatment or treatments in detail. This can be aided
with photographs as long as the patient’s identity is protected.
Rather than saying, “I adjusted C2,” describe the technique (how
often, for how many visits, the response, measurements of
improvement, effect on activities of daily living if applicable). Or,
if this was an athlete, how did their performance change pre- vs.
post-treatments, and were there any other factors that may
have influenced this?
Details about how the patient responded after the initial
treatments must be stated. Ideally, follow-up after weeks or
months should also be described with objective findings as well
as the patient’s reported subjective changes.
Once the story is complete, a case report often includes
a review of the relevant literature, other studies and cases
discussing headaches. This need not be a complete literature
review. These are some common sites used for internet
searches: Grateful Med, Medscape, PubMed, Google Scholar.
The last section of the report is often called discussion. Here
is where you summarize your reported case and editorialize
about some aspect of the subject: the incidence, impacts,
medical treatments, and/or a discussion of how you believe
the treatment rendered was effective. There are no hard-andfast rules here other than making the distinction between your
hypotheses and what is known as per other studies.
Case reports can help identify new clinical issues and lead
to development of hypotheses. However, they are normally
regarded as low-level evidence as the observations may be
subject to bias. But don’t understate the value of the case report.
If you observe a new way to diagnose or treat a given patient
or condition and other case reports are written citing similar
findings, the composite of evidence may prompt a more in-depth
research trial.
This type of study, the case report, is perfectly matched to
the small chiropractic practice. After collecting your information
— data, photographs, lab reports, etc. — and writing your paper,
it should be edited and formatted. Each of the journals has
authors’ guidelines.

Authors’ guidelines

These are found on the journal’s website under headings such
as submissions, authors’ guidelines or writers’ guidelines. The
guidelines for case reports differ from randomized control trials.
The journal will state their preferred font, the format for photos
and graphs, as well as the footnotes and the body of the paper.
CHIROECO.COM
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The next time a patient enters your office with a longstanding chronic condition that you believe can be helped
by your treatment, think case report.
As long as you follow the instructions,
your paper will pass through the initial
phase of the review. Ignoring the
journals’ stated preferences often invites
a rejection and avoidable frustrations.
If this is your first manuscript, there
is a good source of how to write a case
report2 plus, consider having it edited
by someone from the chiropractic
school you attended. If they make
minor edits, include their name in the
acknowledgements. However, if major
edits are needed, you should invite them
to become the secondary or tertiary
author. Also, it’s always a good idea to
get written permission from the patient
while assuring them that their identity
will be protected.

KDT Decompression Systems
& Technique Mir-Com Products, LLC

Once accomplished, you are ready to
submit your manuscript in the journal’s
preferred manner. A few more clicks on
the computer and you are on your way
to being published.

Submission and the journal
review process

As the journal receives your manuscript,
it is prepared for their editorial board,
where it will be sent to two or three
reviewers. The reviewers receive the
paper but are not told the identity of the
author. They make their comments and
recommend either: reject, accept as-is,
or accept pending revision. The last category is the most common. This process
will take 4-12 weeks.
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The revisions may include specific
comments for greater detail or questions
about other case reports on this topic.
If you disagree with the requested
revisions, submit your rebuttal in a
respectful and thorough cover letter.
Once the revisions are made, your
second submission will be reviewed.
The second review typically takes less
time than the initial review. It’s possible
that an additional revision will be asked
for, but it is just as likely that the first
revision will lead to acceptance. If the
reviewers recommend to accept, they
will inform the editor who, in turn, will
inform you of the acceptance.
Actual publication may be months
following the date of acceptance. The
editor will tell you the planned date and
send you an agreement about signing
over the copyright to the journal. Yes,
you give up your rights. The process is
the same whether the journal is in print
or online.

Keep the case report in mind

The next time a patient enters your
office with a long-standing chronic
condition that you believe can be helped
by your treatment, think case report.
Be sure to take a thorough history
and document. The same is true for your
objective findings and treatments; and
use a measurement system applicable
to the patient’s condition (e.g. Oswestry,
visual analog pain scale). The most
important step is to begin.
ALAN COOK, DC, has been in practice since
1989. He ran the Osteoporosis Diagnostic
Center (1996-2019), participated in four clinical
trials, and lectured nationally. He is currently
working with the Open Door Clinic system in
a multi-disciplinary setting and is providing
video-based continuing education with
EasyWebCE.com.
References can be found online at chiroeco.com
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NEAR-INFRARED/RED LIGHT
THERAPY’S PATIENT BENEFITS
AND FAST ROI
NIR therapy’s proven pain relief
a boon to practices and patients
BY ROB BERMAN, MBA
TIME TO READ: 13-15 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

NIR (near-infrared/red light) therapy as a treatment option pre- or post-adjustment can add to your practice as an additional
healing modality or a stand-alone therapy as an additional income stream with little staff effort.

HAS THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC TAKEN THE BREATH OUT
OF YOUR CLINIC? If your monthly revenue is wheezing and
shrinking, and you need to perk up your practice, get your
regular patients back in the door and put new patients on
your schedule, then consider introducing NIR (near-infrared/
red light) therapy to your treatment menu. NIR therapy offers a
multitude of benefits that are worth serious consideration.
In terms of cost, there is no better healing modality for
dependable pain relief that can spark new life into your
practice for a minimal investment (often less than $1,500 for
multiple pads and an external controller) and allow you to
rapidly see a return on your investment, than NIR therapy.
Adding NIR therapy will bring many benefits to your patients,
your practice and your clinic’s bottom line.
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NIR therapy and chiropractic

Because NIR therapy is non-invasive, safe and painless, it pairs
extremely well with chiropractic.
Both modalities offer drug-free healing and
pain management. NIR therapy is also known as
“photobiomodulation” (PBM), or “low-level laser (light) therapy”
(LLLT). A November 2017 study concluded that “LLLT shows
potential as an effective, noninvasive, safe and cost-efficient
means to treat and prevent a variety of acute and chronic
musculoskeletal conditions.”
NIR therapy systems are considered to be Class II medical
devices, granted FDA clearance for relieving pain, increasing
circulation, relaxing muscles, relieving muscle spasms, and
relieving the aches and stiffness caused by arthritis.
CHIROECO.COM

TECHTALK

If made a regular part of your
patients’ treatment programs, NIR
therapy can generate a dependable
and sizeable income stream.
NIR therapy patient benefits

With its ability to quickly and effectively
reduce pain and increase circulation, NIR
therapy is a valuable healing modality.
Here are some benefits NIR therapy will
offer your patients:
1. Safety: NIR therapy can be utilized
without any concern about harmful side
effects. A 2017 study by Michael R. Hamblin,
PhD, a light therapy pioneer, concluded
that “PBM has an almost complete lack of
reported adverse effects...”
2. Painless: NIR therapy pads emit
photons of light at specific frequencies.
Patients describe their NIR therapy
session as gentle, soothing, relaxing and
comforting.
3. Effective Pain Relief: A 2015
meta-analysis concluded that “…LLLT
is an effective treatment modality
to reduce pain in adult patients with
musculoskeletal disorders.” And in
a previous 2015 study, Hamblin and
his co-authors determined that NIR
therapy can effectively treat all causes
of musculoskeletal pain, concluding that
“LLLT is beneficial for pain relief and can
accelerate the body’s ability to heal itself.”
It has been found that pain drastically
decreases or disappears for up to several
hours after NIR therapy concludes.
4. Fast Pain Relief: In that same 2015
study, Hamblin and his co-authors
determined that NIR therapy generates
a rapid decrease in pain, stating, “Fast
acting pain relief occurs within minutes
of application...”
5. Stimulation of Natural Healing: In
a nutshell, the photons of light released
during NIR therapy induce cascades of
beneficial biochemical processes within
the cells, similar to how photosynthesis
operates in plants. “Radiation of
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tissue with light causes an increase in
mitochondrial products such as ATP, NADH,
protein, and RNA…” Nitric oxide is also
released, allowing increased circulation,
so that blood rich in oxygen and nutrients
can flow more freely into the local
area, reducing pain and supporting the
body’s natural healing processes. “This
vasodilation increases the availability of
oxygen to treated cells, and also allows
for greater traffic of immune cells into
tissue. These two effects contribute
to accelerated healing.” It has been
found that “…low doses of light have
demonstrated the ability to heal skin,
nerves, tendons, cartilage and bones.”
6. Multiple Issues Treated
Simultaneously: NIR therapy allows
treatment of two or more problem areas
simultaneously by using multiple pads,
so that a patient can have several issues
treated at once during a single session.
Using a controller that can operate from
three NIR therapy pads at once will provide
an extensive treatment session for your
patient. Furthermore, a six-port controller
can be shared between two patients.

NIR therapy practice benefits

NIR therapy is surprisingly easy to administer and integrate, and provides many
benefits to your practice:
1. Generate Positive Buzz: Adding NIR
therapy to your practice, because of
its relaxing and “feel good” qualities, is
bound to generate some positive interest
and excitement among your patients.
2. Easy to Administer: NIR therapy can
be administered on the therapy table,
or the patient can sit in a chair. Pads are
placed on the body where needed, the
system is turned on, a setting may be
selected and the pads proceed to do
CHIROECO.COM
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their work. Controllers stop automatically and signal the end of
the therapy session.
3. Use Pre- or Post-Adjustment: NIR therapy can be offered
as an add-on before or after chiropractic care for an extra fee.
With pre-adjustment, infrared light penetration will increase
circulation and help loosen up muscular tension. This may allow
easier adjustments, plus aid pain relief. With post-adjustment,
infrared light penetration may help the patient reach a deeper
level of relaxation that may help the adjustment(s) to hold for
a longer period. Also, pain, stiffness or soreness still lingering
after the adjustment(s) may be relieved.
4. Stand-alone Treatment: Patients with acute and chronic
pain who enjoy NIR therapy may desire to have stand-alone
sessions, which can be offered at a higher price than add-on
sessions. Of course, you can also sell them a home unit for cash.
5. Unattended Therapy Sessions: NIR therapy sessions
usually last 20 minutes, during which time the patient may be
left unattended once the pads are in place and the controller is
operating — freeing you and your staff.
6. Minimal Space Requirements: NIR therapy pads and
controllers can be kept on a small multi-shelf rolling cart or in
a basket, allowing the system to be easily moved from patient
to patient.
7. Easy Maintenance: NIR therapy pads can be kept clean

and sanitary by placing them in new disposable plastic bags at
the start of each therapy session.
8. Pads Are Versatile: NIR therapy pads are flexible enough
to be very versatile, so the same pad can be used on different
body areas to treat a range of patient issues. Pads come in
several shapes and sizes for more effective treatment of
different areas such as feet, neck or back.

Average Charge $30

$40

$50

$60

5 pts x 48 weeks

$7,200

$9,600

$12,000

$14,400

10 pts x 48 weeks

$14,400

$19,200

$24,000

$28,800

15 pts x 48 weeks

$21,600

$28,800

$36,000

$43,200

20 pts x 48 weeks

$28,800

$38,400

$48,000

$57,600

25 pts x 48 weeks

$36,000

$48,000

$60,000

$72,000

30 pts x 48 weeks

$43,200

$57,600

$72,000

$86,400

35 pts x 48 weeks

$50,400

$67,200

$84,000

$100,800

9. Enter Niche Markets: NIR therapy may pave new pathways
for your practice by allowing entrance into profitable niche
markets for potential patients looking for help with peripheral
neuropathy, arthritis, joints such as knees, carpal tunnel
syndrome, plantar fasciitis, fibromyalgia or sports injuries.
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NIR therapy benefits your bottom line

Introducing NIR therapy into your clinic
has the potential to not only generate fast
return on investment (ROI), but also new
income streams:
Affordable with Fast ROI: Compared
to most other types of professional
medical-grade equipment, NIR therapy
systems are surprisingly affordable.
They also offer a very fast ROI. If
patients are charged an additional $30
for a 20-minute NIR therapy session (a
conservative price) as an add-on to their
usual treatment, then, depending upon
the number of patients receiving NIR
therapy, a new NIR therapy system could
potentially pay for itself very quickly. See
the chart below.
Potential Annual Revenue: If made a
regular part of your patients’ treatment
programs, NIR therapy can generate a
dependable and sizeable income stream,
not to mention better results for your
patients. The chart gives an idea of the
type of annual revenue NIR therapy can
potentially generate for your practice.
The chart shows 48 weeks to allow for
your vacation time.
Sell Treatment Packages: Patients
with painful chronic conditions may
desire to come in for regular standalone NIR therapy sessions in addition
to chiropractic, especially if treatment
packages were available at a discounted
price. Seniors on fixed incomes may
especially find treatment packages
appealing. Since NIR therapy can treat
several problem areas simultaneously
with multiple pads, pricing can be
determined by both the number of
treatments scheduled, as well as the
number of pads utilized per treatment.
Packages are frequently sold in
multiples of five or 10. Consider that a
10-treatment package at $40 results in
$400 of revenue.
Sell NIR Therapy Systems to Patients:
Another income benefit of NIR therapy
is the ability for chiropractors to sell
CHIROECO.COM
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therapy systems directly to patients.
Most manufacturers allow health
practitioners to purchase systems at
wholesale, then profit by reselling them
to patients. Patients with acute or chronic
conditions that require more frequent
therapy may desire to have a system
at home for use between office visits.
Also, programs can be developed for
specific conditions such as chronic back
pain, arthritis, or peripheral neuropathy
that are based on the patient buying
their own NIR therapy system in order
to self-administer daily treatment at
home, in addition to regular office visits.
Selling systems will provide your clinic an
additional lucrative revenue stream.

With all the benefits NIR therapy offers
your patients, especially rapid and effective pain relief, and with all the benefits
NIR therapy offers your clinic — fast
ROI, add-on pricing, the ability to enter
niche markets and to sell systems, not to
mention the fact that adding NIR therapy
to your treatment menu will distinguish
your practice from the competition —
there is very little reason not to introduce
NIR therapy into your clinic.
You can start out with only a few
NIR therapy pads and a controller for a
modest purchase price that will make a
big difference in the well-being of your
patients, your practice and your clinic’s
revenue stream.
ROB BERMAN, MBA, is a partner at Energia
Medical LLC, a national distributor of light
therapy pads and controllers. He helps health
care providers improve patient outcomes while
increasing provider income. He has held a variety
of sales and marketing roles during his career,
including building and managing a marketing
department, directing product development,
product management for multiple organizations,
and serving as a general manager for a variety
of business units. He can be contacted by phone
at 860-707-4220, at rob@energiamedical.com or
by visiting energiamedical.com.
References can be found online at chiroeco.com
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TECHTALK

WELLNESS
APPROACH

IMPROVING CELL MEMBRANE HEALTH
AND PHASE ANGLE – PART III
Nutrition and modalities for healing patients suffering from toxicity
BY JEFFREY TUCKER, DC
TIME TO READ: 7-9 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

Phase angle will rise when you’re healthy and fall when you’re ill, and for many doctors the phase angle can give the
“true age” of a patient. It measures distribution of water in cells and provides additional windows into nutritional
deficiencies and the ability to fight off toxins and disease.

This is the last of a three-part series on Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) and the importance of the
phase angle, including supplementation and modalities for improving patient cell membrane fluidity.
CAN A PATIENT SUPPLEMENT TO IMPROVE cell membrane
health and phase angle? If a patient does not eat eggs, liver
or bone marrow, and struggles to get enough fresh fruits and
vegetables due to lifestyle, job, etc., a foundational supplementation program should be utilized.
I have several options for my patients to choose from in
my office.
Starting out
Here’s the beginner’s program:
• Get a phase angle test performed
• Eat from a choline-rich food list
• Start a daily walking program (especially after meals)
Do this for four weeks while also fortifying the cell
membranes and supporting the whole cell and mitochondria
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with DHA, micro-minerals, B-100 complex, vitamin C and
plenty of hydration. Retest the phase angle in four weeks. If
that doesn’t work, put the patient on charcoal filters for 2-3
weeks, then retest the BIA. If the nitric oxide test results show
the patient is depleted or low, I have them supplement with
a pill or powder drink that contains nitric oxide-rich foods
(arugula, celery, beets, spinach, etc.). If the zinc taste test is
low, supplement with zinc, magnesium, copper and manganese
(over a few weeks repeat the phase angle test).
Extra supplementation
Some patients may need extra supplementation too, in the
form of:
Carnitine, L-taurine, D-ribose — These support energy
production and drive EFAs into the mitochondria. Carnitine
improves neuropathic pain and is used for memory and brain
CHIROECO.COM

REACH THEM
WHEREVER
THEY ARE FOR

FREE
Stay in touch with your existing patients.
Promote your practice to new patients.
Educate ALL OF THEM about wellness
and the importance of chiropractic care.
Our Drip Education System is FREE
for EVERY chiropractor who wants it.
Send out as many emails as you want for up
to 1,000 email addresses with your FREE
account. It even includes pre-made patient
educational email campaigns and more!
The Drip Education System is FREE for
90 days for new members. No strings
attached and no credit card required.
Let’s create Patient Loyalty™ together. Call
or visit us online to get your FREE account
up and running. Let us help you thrive.

(877) 343-8950 x101
CASHPRACTICE.COM/FREE
Drip
Education®
System

Chiropractic’s #1 Platform for Increasing Patient Loyalty

WELLNESSAPPROACH

Looking
For An
Alternative?
Call 630-665-3113
• Great Cash Business
• Instant Smiles!

Comfo-Arch

Properly energized cell
membranes help protect
cells from toxins or other
foreign substances.
issues. L-carnitine may help energy levels for athletes and
regular patients by helping to transport fatty triglycerides to
the mitochondria to be burned as fuel.

Only $7.85 per pair

A molded featherweight orthotic
• Excellent for sport, work,
casual and dress shoes
• Deep heel cup for great
hind foot control
• Sized XS, S, M, L, XL

CoQ10, PQQ, Creatine — These are for mitochondrial
function. Supplementing with creatine can help our body to
make more use of ATP by recycling used ATP (ADP) back into
a useable form — though this is likely of more interest to
performance athletes.

ProThotics™
Motion Control

Fat-soluble antioxidants — Like tocotrienols, vitamin C,
CoQ10, and lipoic acid help protect cell membranes.
Protein/BCAAs — Support brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF).

Only $15.50 per pair

Great choice for
postural alignment
• Metatarsal rise and heel cup
• Structural stabilizer to prevent
pronation and rolling ankles

Vitamin D — Protective of so much, especially the immune
system and nerves.

Most patients with a higher
percentage of extracellular
water than intracellular water
are toxic (i.e. mold, virus, other
toxic conditions).

Powerstep® ProTech
Only $20.15 per pair

Strong polypropylene shell
• Prevents overpronation to
properly align the foot and
reduce associated ankle,
knee and lower back pain
• Stabilizing heel cradle and
Comfort Cushion™

Bintz Company

A family business for over forty years
www.bintzco.com/chiro
630-665-3113

Probiotics — Support the gut-brain connection.
N-acetylcysteine: Supports glutathione, which is capable of
preventing damage to important cellular components caused
by free radicals, peroxides, lipid peroxides and heavy metals.
These can be delivered by one to two capsules of certain
formulas.
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WELLNESSAPPROACH

In a properly charged and nourished state, via energy,
hydration and dietary intake, cell membranes retain the
electrical charges of calcium, magnesium and potassium ions.
Supporting mitochondrial function

Mitochondria and cell membranes are
exquisitely sensitive to electrical changes
inside the cell, and when exposed to a
toxin or an infectious agent, there is a
drop in the cell millivoltage, and the mitochondria usually react by shutting down
the cell membranes so that the infecting
organism can’t do anything with it. It’s an
intentional shutting down.
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Most patients with a higher percentage
of extracellular water than intracellular
water are toxic (i.e. mold, virus, other
toxic conditions). They may not methylate
very well because the mitochondria
signal the cells to stop methylating.
For example, a virus can’t replicate
unless it hijacks your methylation
chemistry. So what do we do? We shut it
down so that the virus can’t do what it

FEBRUARY 14, 2021

wants to do — get in the cell and take it
over. My experience is many patients with
mitochondrial dysfunction (post-COVID-19
patients, CFS, FMS, etc.) will appreciate
low-dose photobiomodulation laser
therapy and Peripheral Electro Magnetic
Frequency therapy (PEMF).

Specific modalities can
improve phase angle

I have had the experience of asking
patients to not change anything in their
diet or lifestyle while I do a course of
treatment performing laser only, or
acoustic pulse wave therapy only, or
PEMF therapy only, or lymphatic therapy
only, or microcurrent therapy only.
Each one of these therapies can
improve phase angle. I’m also very excited
by my personal results from the use
of blood flow restriction (BFR) devices.
Without any other changes in my diet
or workout, just using the BFR device
during 20 minutes of my usual 45-minute
workout time, I improved my phase angle
by 0.8% and I gained five pounds of lean
body mass within 45 days.
I really like laser, pulse wave therapy
and PEMF to influence and boost or
maintain the proper ATP pathways and
electrical charges on the surface of cell
membranes as well as support the cells’
structural integrity. Properly energized
cell membranes help protect cells from
toxins or other foreign substances. At
the same time, the transport systems
of nutrition into the cell and waste
products out of the cell are supported by
photobiomodulation laser and PEMF.
CHIROECO.COM

WELLNESSAPPROACH

In a properly charged and nourished
state, via energy, hydration and dietary
intake, cell membranes retain the electrical
charges of calcium, magnesium and
potassium ions. From a cell’s point of view,
this is like having a charged car battery. The
modalities I’m using are highly attracted to
the phospholipid-rich structure of nerve
membranes (like the myelin sheathing);
this helps boost nerve cell integrity and
support the energy needed for normal
electrical nerve conduction (phase angle

CHIROECO.COM

readings). Improving nerve transmission
and blood vessel health are treatment
priorities to me.
We have learned that too much
stress and various forms of wear and
tear take their toll on blood vessels and
nerves. However, we are also learning
that short bouts of stress through
PEMF, cold showers, oxygen changes,
high-intensity exercise bouts, fasting,
etc. can all positively influence
the body’s cell membranes and be

monitored by the phase angle.
If you can help patients improve cell
membrane health and create durable
mitochondria, you can help them build
strong blood vessels so it is difficult
for viruses, bacteria, toxins, mold and
chemicals to create disease.
JEFFREY TUCKER, DC, is the current
president of the ACA Rehab Council. He
practices in Los Angeles, Calif., and can be
reached at DrJeffreyTucker.com.
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REVIEW

SOMETIMES CONSPIRACIES COME TRUE
The book ‘Contain and Eliminate’ reveals the battles between Scientology,
the American Medical Association and chiropractic
B Y H O WA R D W O L I N S K Y
TIME TO READ: 7-9 MIN.

T H E TA K E A W AY

DCs are familiar with the Wilk court case that revealed the American Medical Association’s secret war against chiropractic, but a
new book reveals new behind-the-scenes details and the part Scientology played in exposing the AMA.

LAST NOVEMBER, Jason Young, DC, of Corvallis, Ore., the at-large
director of the National Board of Chiropractic Examiners, wrote
in the Facebook group The Forward Thinking Chiropractic
Alliance, “Louis Sportelli sent me a book this weekend. Holy crap
... did anybody know about how the Church of Scientology saved
chiropractic? It’s mind-blowing, weird, and hilarious.”
Young gave an apt abstract of the book, “Contain and
Eliminate: The American Medical Association’s Conspiracy to
Destroy Chiropractic” with Louis Sportelli.
Sportelli, a prominent chiropractor, commissioned the book
almost three years ago. The goal was to record what happened
in the ramp-up to and in the Wilk trial before it was forgotten
and all the participants died. I interviewed 100 people for the
book, including Chester Wilk, DC, who started the suit and
attorney George McAndrews, son of a chiropractor who saw his
dad persecuted in the 1930s-50s by local MDs who called him
a quack. He eventually settled the score by winning a 14-year
antitrust suit on behalf of the DCs against the AMA and the rest
of organized medicine.
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20 years in the making

The book had been Sportelli’s pet project for 20 years, but he
couldn’t seem to get it done. Why did Sportelli turn to me to
tell the story?
I am a Chicago-based medical journalist. I used to work for
the AMA’s now-defunct newspaper, American Medical News.
I first learned of Wilk et al. v. AMA et al. in December 1980. By
chance, I was assigned to cover the Wilk trial on a cold December
day 40 years ago when the rest of the newspaper’s staff was
attending the AMA mid-year meeting in San Francisco.
I did straightforward reporting on the case, writing several
stories a week for American Medical News. My boss and the
AMA’s assistant general counsel put me on notice that the AMA’s
top bosses were disappointed with my coverage and wanted to
know when I was going to tell “our [the AMA] side” of the story.
I didn’t know then that McAndrews liked my fair and
balanced reporting and shared my stories with interested
parties, following the trial from afar. Wilk et al., due to an error
in the federal judge’s jury instructions, lost the first round
in the two-month trial that exposed the AMA Committee on
CHIROECO.COM

Helix in my Practice provides
more opportunities for practice
TM

“Over the years I’ve introduced several
analgesics into my practice, but none have
been as effective as Helix for pain mitigation.
Not only is Helix my exclusive go-to topical
during treatments; I’m also a Helix reseller,
providing it to my patients for at-home use.
Using Helix has increased revenue and
decreased cancelled appointments,
optimizing my in-office time and giving
me more free time for my music.”
-Dan Fluegel, DC

Helix™ Professional Pain Relief’s formula of
7.4% menthol, along with arnica, ilex, aloe and
tangerine oil, delivers fast-acting, temporary
relief of sore muscles, joints, arthritis and
backache. Helix is distributed exclusively to
professionals for use in practice, and for sale
at point-of-service.

Professional Pain Relief

Daniel Fluegel, DC
Dan Fluegel graduated with honors from the
National College of Chiropractic in Chicago,
Illinois. For 32 years, Vestal Chiropractic
Center, a state-of-the-art facility in upstate
New York, has been home to his practice.
While Doctor Dan is a chiropractor by day, he
is also a gifted musician by night.
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Scientology operatives were looking for the AMA
plot against Scientology, but instead uncovered the
plot to contain and eliminate chiropractic.
Quackery’s campaign in the 1960s-70s to “contain and eliminate”
chiropractic. McAndrews and his chiropractic clients won an
appeal and eventually won in a trial in 1997. The U.S. Supreme
Court declined in 1990 to accept an AMA appeal, so the judge’s
decision carried the day.

From AMA vs. DCs to AMA vs. Scientology

I followed the Wilk case to the end when I left the AMA in 1981
to work as a medical reporter for the Chicago Sun-Times. Over
the years I did a series of exposes on the AMA for the Sun-Times,
including AMA ownership of tobacco stock, an AMA president
and board member who owned a tobacco farm, and various
other financial and ethical scandals that led to two AMA CEOs
being fired.
In 1994, I co-authored with Tom Brune the book, “The
Serpent on the Staff: The Unhealthy Politics of the AMA,” which
included a chapter on the Wilk case. The book was a hit in DC
circles, which is how Sportelli found out about me and tracked
me down through George McAndrews to write “Contain and
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Eliminate” to preserve the record of what happened.
Part of the book covers the Church of Scientology and its
founder, sci-fi writer L. Ron Hubbard. He wrote the best-seller,
“Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health,” published
in May 1950. He expected that the AMA and the American
Psychiatric Association would hail him as the conqueror of
mental illness. They didn’t.
Instead, the AMA ran a letter to the editor in 1951 that
criticized Scientology as a “cult.” The critic said of Scientology: “I
am concerned about its growth and popular acceptance, and I
fear that the world has had dumped on it a new therapy which
will have the staying power of chiropractic, with as little scientific
background to support it.”
“Cult” is a throwaway term used by MDs for groups they didn’t
like or considered economic competition.

Making Scientology’s ‘enemies list’

Hubbard was furious and immediately put the AMA on its
“enemies list” with a goal to get even. Eventually, the IRS, CIA,

CHIROECO.COM
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Hubbard was furious and immediately put the
AMA on its “enemies list” with a goal to get even.
DOJ, and a long list of other organizations with three-letter
synonyms also made the list, making them vulnerable to espionage, infiltration, break-ins, dirty tricks, bugging, propaganda,
and everything else in the bag of tricks of the now-disbanded
Guardian’s Office of the Church of Scientology.
And in 1975, at the same time that Wilk was trying to raise
funds for a legal battle against the AMA, a character known
as “Sore Throat” (a la Watergate’s “Deep Throat” leaking
government documents to the Washington Post) appeared
on the national stage claiming to be a former AMA physician
staffer turned whistleblower who leaked documents on AMA
wrongdoing to the press, government agencies, and ultimately
to Wilk and other chiropractors. Wilk and Sportelli even had
rare conversations with the so-called “Dr. Throat,” as he called
himself (he was actually a Scientology operative).
This spy for L. Ron Hubbard tried to lead the chiropractors to
file an antitrust suit based on the documents Scientology teams
in 1972 and 1974-75 obtained after infiltrating the AMA executive
offices in Chicago and Washington and burglarizing the offices of
the AMA’s outside counsel.

A helping hand to chiropractic

“Contain and Eliminate” tracks the derring-do of Scientology
operatives who were looking for the AMA plot against
Scientology, but instead uncovered the plot to contain and eliminate chiropractic, which “Sore Throat & Co.” used to embarrass
the AMA and rat the organization out to the IRS, the U.S. Postal
Service and other agencies. The book reveals the identities of
two “Sore Throats.”
Sometimes conspiracy theories, such as the conspiracy
chiropractors long believed the AMA conducted against them,
are true. The book also tells the story of McAndrews, a Chicago
patent litigator, who risked all to get revenge on behalf of
his father and his father’s profession against the AMA and
organized medicine.
HOWARD WOLINSKY is a Chicago-based author and journalist. The
Chicago Sun-Times nominated him twice for Pulitzer Prizes for articles
exposing financial and ethical lapses on the part of the AMA’s leadership.
He is an adjunct journalism professor at Northwestern University in
Chicago. The new book can be preordered at ContainandEliminate.com.

150% PROFIT MARGIN!

Can you afford not to try Mineralgia?
Benefits of Mineralgia
•

Safe, every day, long lasting relief
from acute and chronic pain

•

Can be used pre treatment or
post treatment to increase efficacy
of chiropractic adjustment and
overall client satisfaction

“Mineralgia has been a
consistent revenue generator
for my practice. We sell two
to four cases per month and
my staff handles the sales at
checkout so that I have more
free time for treatment.

Register your wholesale account and you will be eligible for buy one case, get
another one for 40% off. Enter code: Chiroeco2021. Offer expires 3-10-21.
Sign up online at https://mineralgia.com/pages/wholesale
or call (800)-757-7582 and mention the code.
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Once our patients try
Mineralgia, they are asking us
how they can get more!“
—Dr. Brigitte Rozenberg
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE
PRODUCT

SIBO HELP

CERVICAL PILLOW

From Ortho Molecular Products comes Ortho Spore IG, the latest formulation
in its gastrointestinal health supplement line. This product is a comprehensive
probiotic for small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) that combines the
microbial benefit of spore-based probiotics with toxin removal from dairy-free
immunoglobulins. Its Bacillus spores gradually “push” diversity of commensal
gut bacteria while serum-derived bovine immunoglobulins bind to and “pull”
unwanted microbes from the gastrointestinal environment.*
800-332-2351 • orthomolecularproducts.com

The PineTales Buckwheat Neck Pillow is fully customizable, measuring 6 by 17
inches; durable zippers on the inner cover and pillowcase allow you to easily
remove or add filling to help relieve neck pain and offer superior support.
Handmade in Phoenix, Ariz., it is filled with U.S.-grown 100% organic buckwheat
hulls. Its designer pillowcase can be removed and machine-washed.
pinetales.com

IMMUNITY SUPPORT

STRAPLESS FACE MASK

Two capsules daily of Above All Health’s 100% natural supplement, All In One
Immune Support Formula, is intended to support your immune system. Each
bottle contains 90 doctor-formulated, hypoallergenic capsules that have no
synthetic materials or artificial flavors.*
602-456-6549 • aboveallhealth.co

Recently introduced using SpiderTech’s kinesiology tape technology, this new
strapless face mask comes pre-cut with a shield pre-installed. Designed for active
people, it stays on with no straps behind the ears. It is also anti-fog, making it ideal
for people who wear glasses. As with all breathable, 100% cotton SpiderTech tape,
the fabric is designed to mimic human skin, allowing for a comfortable, flexible fit.
spidertech.com

To search for more products, or to submit a product, go to ChiroEco.com and click on “Products and Services.”

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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SPORTS ORTHOTIC

DECOMPRESSION TABLE

Vasyli + Prior’s Low-Profile Sports Orthotic is designed to provide a costeffective orthotics alternative for recreational, amateur and professional
athletes. Features include a subtle 4-mm heel raise to handle tight posterior
muscles and associated conditions such as Achilles tendinitis. The rearfoot
post of 3° plus the 4-mm raise forms a smart medial wedge, giving control
without “bulk.” A low-profile medial arch contour ensures comfort, while the
high-density, heat-moldable shell provides further customization, enhancing
fit and performance. The intrinsic forefoot contours balance the unique
forefoot loads experienced with studs or cleats.
888-882-7954 • vasylimedical.com

KDT Neural-Flex Multi-Tool Spinal Decompression Table was created to be a
superior spinal decompression therapy table at a lower cost. Its features include
Lumbar, Cervical, Prone, Supine, Side Lying, Flexion, Inversion, Vibration, Knee,
Hip, Wrist and many more. It can be used for powered flexion mobilization/
distraction, gravity assisted supine positioning and antalgic positioning; McKenzie
practitioners will appreciate the powered hyper-extension capability as well.
Whole-body inversion with vibration is available.
888-754-1081 • kdtneuralflex.com

CARDIO SUPPLEMENT

CLINIC MANAGEMENT

From Fenix Nutrition comes L-Arginine Complete, which was formulated
to help naturally reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease including heart
attack, high blood pressure, stroke, high cholesterol and neuropathy. This
supplement is intended to provide the correct amounts of the amino acids
L-arginine and L-citrulline to reverse a lack of nitric oxide in the body. It is
available in a 10.5-ounce bottle, either by itself or as a monthly subscription
so you never run out.*
888-241-2072 • fenixnutrition.com

ClinicDr builds numerous automated processes into its clinic-management
software so your team will work less and produce more. The software includes
automated claim creation, online new patient forms, claim scrubbing, HIPAAcompliant telemedicine, online scheduling, reward program and birthday
greetings, patient statement sending (email and text), prediction of the patient’s
out-of-pocket expense, and much more. A free trial is available.
866-999-5859 • clinicdr.com
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BUYERSGUIDE
BUYERS
CONTINUING EDUCATION

Chiropractic Economics is pleased to present the profession’s most comprehensive Continuing Education list.
The information below was obtained from questionnaires completed by the listed companies.
Companies highlighted in RED have an advertisement in this issue.

ABUNDANT HEALTH

BODYZONE.COM

abundanthealth.com

bodyzone.com

916-725-3999

770-922-0700

ACE MASSAGE CUPPING

BREAKTHROUGH COACHING

massagecupping.com

mybreakthrough.com

828-232-1622

800-723-8423

ACTIVATOR METHODS INT’L

BRYANNE ENTERPRISES INC.

activator.com

bryanne.com

800-598-0224

877-279-2663

AMERICAN CHIROPRACTIC
BOARD OF SPORTS PHYSICIANS

CALIFORNIA CHIROPRACTIC
ASSOCIATION

acbsp.com

calchiro.org

844-372-2255

AMERICAN CHIROPRACTIC
NEUROLOGY BOARD

CALIFORNIA COLLEGE OF
NATURAL MEDICINE

acnb.org

cconm.com

254-773-2103

800-421-5027

AMREX

CANADIAN MEMORIAL
CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGE

310-527-6868

amrex-zetron.com

416-482-2340
cmcc.ca

ANABOLIC LABORATORIES
800-445-6849

CATCHFIRE COACHING

anaboliclabs.com

817-939-8435

catchfirecoaching.com

APEX EDI

800-840-9152

CATS - CRANIAL ADJUSTING
TURNER STYLE

apexedi.com

705-792-1315

BACK SCHOOL OF ATLANTA

catsworkshop.com

404-355-7756

913-234-0600
cleveland.edu

COUNCIL ON EXTREMITY
ADJUSTING
208-375-7431

councilonextremityadjusting.com

COX TECHNIC RESOURCE
CENTER INC.
260-637-6609
coxtrc.com

DAVINCI LABORATORIES
OF VERMONT
800-325-1776

davincilabs.com

DC HOURS

800-511-0269
dchours.com

DIOWAVE LASER SYSTEMS
866-862-6606

diowavelaser.com

DNFT SEMINARS
310-657-2338
nonforce.com

DRBARBARAEATON.COM
907-444-9043

drbarbaraeaton.com

thebackschool.net

BEST PRACTICES ACADEMY

CENTER FOR EXPRESSIVE
POSTURE

D’YOUVILLE COLLEGE

bestpracticesacademy.com

781-941-0848

716-829-8000

expressivepostures.blogspot.com

dyc.edu

BIOHEALTH LABORATORY

CERT HEALTH SCIENCES

ERCHONIA

biodia.com

877-788-2883

866-990-4444

888-242-0571

spinemed.com

erchonia.com

BIOPHARMA SCIENTIFIC LLC

CHIRO-RESOURCES

EVERGLADES UNIVERSARY

superfoodsolution.com

chiro-resources.com

evergladesuniversity.edu

BIOTICS RESEARCH

CHIROCREDIT.COM

EXPERT CLINICAL BENCHMARKS

bioticsresearch.com

chirocredit.com

expertclinicalbenchmarks.com

800-570-2000

910-377-7463

877-772-4362

800-231-5777
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888-772-6077

800-814-8712

CHIROECO.COM

Electronic
Claims

Custom
SOAP Notes

Online
Reviews

Online
Appointments

Call us today at

1 (800) 674-2908

or Book Demo Online at
www.zHealthsoftware.com

BUYERSGUIDE
BUYERS
F/D ENTERPRISE LLC

GMP FITNESS

coxtechnic.com

gmpfitness.com

800-441-5571

FEDERATION OF CHIROPRACTIC
LICENSING BOARDS
970-356-3500

888-467-3488

GONSTEAD SEMINAR
OF CHIROPRACTIC

INTERNATIONAL CHIROPRACTIC
PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATION
800-670-5437
icpa4kids.com

JTECH MEDICAL INDUSTRIES

fclb.org

800-842-6852

gonsteadseminar.com

800-985-8324

jtechmedical.com

FLORIDA CHIROPRACTIC
ASSOCIATION

GRASTON TECHNIQUE

KINESIO USA

407-290-5883

888-926-2727

fcachiro.org

grastontechnique.com

kinesiotaping.com

FOOT LEVELERS INC.

GW HEEL LIFT INC.

KING BIO

footlevelers.com

gwheellift.com

safecarerx.com

IMPAC INC.

KMC UNIVERSITY

impacinc.net

kmcuniversity.com

INNATE LEGACY

KOREN ENTERPRISES

wardsuccess.com

korenpublications.com

GET MD REFERRALS

INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY
OF MEDICAL ACUPUNCTURE

LIFE CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE WEST

mdreferralprogram.com

iama.edu

lifewest.edu

800-553-4860

FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY
877-328-4035

800-235-4387

503-581-3239

505-856-2029

800-543-3245

855-832-6562

functionalmedicineuniversity.com

GEORGIA CHIROPRACTIC
ASSOCIATION
770-723-1100
gachiro.org

716-228-3847

925-855-1635

800-327-1113

800-537-3001

800-788-4476

LIFE UNIVERSITY

MEDITECH INTERNATIONAL INC.

life.edu

bioflexlaser.com

800-543-3202

888-557-4004

LOGAN UNIVERSITY

METAGENICS

logan.edu

metagenics.com

800-782-3344

LOOMIS INSTITUTE OF
ENZYME NUTRITION
800-662-2630

loomisinstitute.com

LYPOSSAGE

877-346-1156

lypossage.net

MCMASTER UNIVERSITY
HEALTH SCIENCES
905-521-2100
mcmaster.ca

MED TECH USA LLC
407-875-2000

medtechusa.com

MEDINATURA
844-633-4628

medinatura.com

800-877-1703

MID AMERICA LEARNING
866-923-0795

midamericalearning.com

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
OF HEALTH SCIENCES
800-826-6285
nuhs.edu

NCMIC INSURANCE COMPANY
800-769-2000
ncmic.com

NEURO-STRUCTURAL
TAPING TECHNIQUE

MIGHTY OAK TECHNOLOGY INC.

416-750-1500

charttalk.cloud

MOJO INTERACTIVE

NEUROMECHANICAL
INNOVATIONS

locateadoc.com

neuromechanical.com

MORTER HEALTHSYSTEM

NEUROMUSCULAR
REEDUCATION SEMINARS

952-374-5550

866-626-3867

800-874-1478
morter.com

MULTI RADIANCE MEDICAL
800-373-0955

multiradiance.com

N.E.T. INC.

800-888-4638

netmindbody.com

nstaping.com

888-294-4750

805-637-8033

nmrseminars.com

NEW YORK CHIROPRACTIC
COLLEGE
800-234-6922
nycc.edu

BUYERSGUIDE
BUYERS
NORTHWESTERN HEALTH
SCIENCES UNIVERSITY

ROCKTAPE

SYSTEMIC FORMULAS CORP.

rocktape.com

systemicformulasmedia.com

408-912-7625

952-888-4777
nwhealth.edu

NUTRI-WEST

RSI RADIOLOGY
SPECIALTY IMAGING

nutriwest.com

dahan.com

800-443-3333

866-715-6770

OHIO STATE CHIROPRACTIC
ASSOCIATION

SCIENCE BASED NUTRITION
937-433-3140

sciencebasednutrition.com

800-837-6721
oscachiro.org

PALMER COLLEGE CONTINUING
EDUCATION & EVENTS
800-452-5032

SCRIPHESSCO
800-747-3488

scriphessco.com

SHERMAN COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC

palmer.edu/ce

800-849-8771

PALMER COLLEGE
OF CHIROPRACTIC,
DAVENPORT, IOWA

sherman.edu

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS

800-722-3648

724-776-9500

palmer.edu

sigma-instruments.com

PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC, PORT
ORANGE, FLA.

SOLUTIONS4
877-817-6074

solutions4.com

866-585-9677

SPIDERTECH/NUCAP MEDICAL

palmer.edu

416-494-1444

PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC, SAN JOSE, CALIF.

spidertech.com

palmer.edu

spinalreflex.com

866-303-7939

SPINAL REFLEX INSTITUTE INT’L
877-259-5520

PEMF SUPPLY

STANDARD PROCESS INC.

pemfsupply.com

standardprocess.com

888-758-6220

800-558-8740

PERFORMANCE HEALTH/
THERA-BAND

STARTING POINTS CONSULTING
850-509-1962

800-321-2135

startingpointsconsult.com

thera-band.com

STEVENS CONSULTING GROUP

PETTIBON SYSTEM INC.

636-938-4486

888-774-6258

stevensconsultinggroup.com

pettibonsystem.com

STROBEL TECHNOLOGIES

PNEUMEX INC.

812-280-6000

800-447-5792

strobel.com

pneumex.com

SUNSET PARK MASSAGE SUPPLIES

RAYENCE INC.

813-835-7900

201-585-0290

massagesupplies.com

rayenceusa.com

SYNERGY THERAPEUTIC SYSTEMS

REAL BODYWORK

800-639-3539

888-505-5511

800-445-4647

TARGET CODING
800-270-7044

targetcoding.com

TEAMCME

541-276-6032
teamcme.com

TEXAS CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGE
281-487-1170
txchiro.edu

THE FAMILY PRACTICE INC.
866-532-3327

thefamilypractice.net

THE MASTERS CIRCLE
800-451-4514

themasterscircle.com

THE MCKENZIE INSTITUTE
315-471-7612

mckenziemdt.org

THE STRATEGIC CHIROPRACTOR
800-577-0321

strategicdc.com

TRANSFORMATION ENZYME CORP.
800-777-1474

transformationenzymes.com

TRIGENICS INSTITUTE OF
FUNCTIONAL NEUROLOGY
416-481-1936

trigenicsinstitute.com

ULTIMATE PRACTICE
866-797-8366

ultimatepractice.com

UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
888-822-4476

bridgeport.edu/chiro

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN STATES
800-641-5641
uws.edu

UPLEDGER INSTITUTE
800-233-5880
upledger.com

VITAL NUTRIENTS
888-328-9992

vitalnutrients.net

synergyrehab.com

realbodywork.com
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LINEAR Spinal Decompression is DEAD!
THREE DIMENSIONAL Spinal Decompression is the FUTURE!
Spinetronics USA, a division of Big Rehab Corp.,
presents the revolutionary ANTALGIC-TRAK
Benefits to Your Practice
•

One unit can generate up to $500,000
in revenue per year

•

10 way articulating traction,
decompression and stabilization in
multiple planes dependent on patient’s
preferred posture

•

Kinetic Decompression Mobilization
protocol enables easy and safe
implementation for the doctor and
assistants

Benefits to Your Patients
•

Patient Financing Available to help you
acquire new patients with the advanced
and proven treatment

•

Reduces symptoms such as neck pain,
disc pressure, bulges, herniations, pinched
nerves, nerve root pressures and facet
gliding

•

Increase spinal joint elasticity and improve
mobilization FAST

FDA Cleared Traction Device

Call us or email us TODAY to schedule your FREE
consultation to see if your practice is a viable candidate!

1-800-561-5124
Contact@antalgictrak.com
Spinetronics USA is a division of Big Rehab Corp.

There has never been a therapeutic
treatment instrument like the Antalgic-Trak.
With the ability to convert from a lumbar
treatment to a cervical treatment and
10-way articulation, it makes everything
else obsolete.

DATEBOOK
DATE
MARCH

MARCH 13

MARCH 6

PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION:
IMPROVING OUTCOMES
THROUGH CLINICAL ANALYSIS
Charlotte, NC
Sponsor: Erchonia

CORE STRATEGIES FOR
SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATION
AND CHRONIC PAIN
Denver, CO
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

MARCH 20-21

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

FAKTR REHAB SYSTEM

THE MIND BODY CONNECTION:
REVITALIZE YOUR PRACTICE
THROUGH NEUROLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENTS

877-489-4949
SPORTS-SEMINARS.COM

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

MARCH 6-7

Seattle, WA
Sponsor: Southeast Sports Seminars

Des Moines, IA
Sponsor: Erchonia

MARCH 20-21

ADVANCED ACUPUNCTURE
SESSION 3
Chesterfield, MO
Sponsor: Logan University

800-842-3234
LOGAN.EDU

MARCH 20-21

BASIC ACUPUNCTURE SESSION 6
Chesterfield, MO
Sponsor: Logan University

800-842-3234
LOGAN.EDU

MARCH 27

REVOLUTIONARY
WELLNESS: AN INTEGRATED
APPROACH TO HEALTH
Greenwich, CT
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

MARCH 27

GET BACK IN THE GAME
Las Vegas, NV
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

MARCH 27-28

THE FUTURE OF NEUROLOGY NOW

Increase Practice Profits by 30%
and Help Patients Suffering from
Serious Neurological Conditions
• BrainCore Therapy practices generate an average
of $15K-$20K per month additional revenue
• Turnkey Operation
• Clinical and marketing support
• Protected territory
• 100% financing to most chiropratic offices
• Cutting-edge, drug-free therapy backed by more
than 40 years of research
BrainCore Neurofeedback is a state-of-the-art, non-invasive
method for teaching the brain to function in a more balanced
way and addresses a wide range of neurological conditions
including ADHD, anxiety, autism, concussion, depression,
insomnia, learning disorders, memory loss, migraines, and PTSD.

For more info and demo visit
braincoretherapy.com/doctors
or call 800-491-6396
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Nashville, TN
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

APRIL
APRIL 10-11

FAKTR REHAB SYSTEM

Davenport, IA
Sponsor: Southeast Sports Seminars

877-489-4949
SPORTS-SEMINARS.COM

APRIL 10-11

THE FUTURE OF NEUROLOGY NOW
Seattle, WA
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

APRIL 17-18

SUPER HIGHWAY TO HEALTH:
ADVANCED PROTOCOLS
FOR CLINICAL SUCCESS
Portsmouth, NH
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

CHIROECO.COM

APRIL 24

PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION:
IMPROVING OUTCOMES
THROUGH CLINICAL ANALYSIS
Louisville, KY
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

APRIL 24-25

BASIC ACUPUNCTURE SESSION 7
Chesterfield, MO
Sponsor: Logan University

800-842-3234
LOGAN.EDU

MAY

JUNE 5-6

ADVANCED ACUPUNCTURE
SESSION 5
Chesterfield, MO
Sponsor: Logan University

800-842-3234
LOGAN.EDU

JUNE 12-13

THE MIND BODY CONNECTION:
REVITALIZE YOUR PRACTICE
THROUGH NEUROLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENTS
Chicago, IL
Sponsor: Erchonia

JUNE 12

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

Birmingham, AL
Sponsor: Erchonia

JUNE 26-27

GET BACK IN THE GAME

PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION:
IMPROVING OUTCOMES
THROUGH CLINICAL ANALYSIS

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

For the complete
listing of events visit

Charleston, SC
Sponsor: Erchonia

chiroeco.com/events.

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

MAY 1-2

ADVANCED ACUPUNCTURE
SESSION 4
Chesterfield, MO
Sponsor: Logan University

800-842-3234
LOGAN.EDU

Do This and Your Practice
Will Thrive in 2021

MAY 15-16

BASIC ACUPUNCTURE SESSION 8
Chesterfield, MO
Sponsor: Logan University

800-842-3234
LOGAN.EDU

Hundreds of Chiropractors have
already gotten their copy!

MAY 22

ADVANCED PEDIATRIC
PRACTICE: INTEGRATIVE
WELLNESS FOR CHILDREN

•

We will show you how
to WORK WITHIN THE
SYSTEM instead of
against it.

•

See how medically
integrating makes
everything EASIER.

•

Learn the three vital
factors needed to
succeed THIS YEAR.

•

Position yourself for
SUCCESS.

Pittsburgh, PA
Sponsor: Erchonia

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

MAY 22-23

FAKTR REHAB SYSTEM

Dallas, TX
Sponsor: Southeast Sports Seminars

877-489-4949
SPORTS-SEMINARS.COM

JUNE
JUNE 5-6

REVOLUTIONARY
WELLNESS: AN INTEGRATED
APPROACH TO HEALTH
Boston, MA
Sponsor: Erchonia

Ready to make the decision that
will change your life forever?

888-242-0571
ERCHONIA.COM

Get our FREE guidebook, visit
www.amidoctors.com/ceguide

CHIROECO.COM
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MARKETPLACE
MARKET

TO PLACE AN AD CALL 904-285-6020

Focused on Topicals
for Protocols and Therapeutic Treatments

High CBD Concentration
Organic/Natural Ingredients

Teach your patients how to administer
this safe & effective bedwetting TREATMENT
to their children at home.

SPECIAL OFFER: BUY 1/GET 1 FREE
Muscle Relief Lotion 500-2000 mg
Use Code: Shakers1

Download the 18 min Video

(valid until Feb 28)

Richard A Sheldon, D.C. (retired)

www.ANTI-BEDWETTING.ORG

CBDHealthcareCompany.com

WE SAVED THIS
SPACE FOR YOU

AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, DE, FL, GA,
LA, ME, MS, NH, NJ, NY, NYC, NC,
OH, PA, SC, TX, VA, WI.

Claim YOUR Space Today!

Call Drs. Matthew Davis & Tom Morgan

Small ads have big rewards.

800-671-9966
NEW EMTT® & SHOCK WAVE THERAPY
Keep Patients Moving & Pain Free...
Activates Stem Cells for Faster Healing
Effective for Soft-Tissue & Joint Pain
Non-Invasive & Clinically-Proven

G

""

CALL NOW

Serving Healthcare Professionals and their Patients since 1967.

(770) 637-9010

A leg deficiency caused by hip or knee replacement, fracture
or other lower extremity issue can diminish your clients'
quality of life. Relief is as simple as lifting the heel to level the
pelvis & 5th lumbar. For over 50 years G&W Heel Lift, Inc.
has been supplying quality heel and foot lifts to treat these
issues. Lifts are available in specific or adjustable heights.
Other items include ValgusNarus wedges, ischial lifts,
sprained ankle orthosis, leg inequality measurement pads
and more.

Ask About Flexible

Benefits:
Non-Invasive
High Success Rates
Promotes Faster Healing
Short Treatment Times
EMTT Touch-Free Application
Increase Your Revenue

FOCUSED SHOCK WAVE

For details about all G&W Heel Lift products,
visit our website, call or follow us on Facebook at:
https://www.facebook.com/gwheellift/

*Magnetolith - pending U.S. FDA approval
®

Visit our website for more information: kinasmedical.com

CHIROPRACTIC ECONOMICS

770-748-6084

DrMatt@PremierPracticeConsultants.com
www.VolumePractice.com

www.gwheellift.com
1-800-23-LIFTS

FINANCING

86

Only $595.00 for Practice Valuations.

Heel Lift, Inc.®

new EMTT®: MAGNETOLITH®*

RADIAL PRESSURE WAVE

New practices for sale listed every week
nationwide. If you are thinking of relocating
or retiring, we have new doctors that want to
buy your practice. We have funding sources
to work with buyers on the purchase.
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ARE YOU A VISUAL LEARNER?

EXPAND YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH OUR WEBINARS
IMPROVE COMPLIANCE AND TREATMENT OUTCOMES
WITH CBD AND MENTHOL TOPICALS
SPEAKERS:
JEN PALMER, ND, DIRECTOR OF
EDUCATION, CHARLOTTE’S WEB
CARLY HUDSON, DC, HEALING
GROUND MOVEMENT, DENVER

Takeaways:
•
Endocannabinoid
deficiency linked to
health conditions
•
Incorporating CBD
topicals into chiropractic treatments
•
Case studies and clinical applications
Sponsored by:

Watch Now
chiroeco.com/CBD-topicals-webinar

BENEFITS OF
FRANCHISING
SPEAKER:
PETER HOLT, CEO
AND PRESIDENT
OF THE JOINT
CHIROPRACTIC

FOOT DYSFUNCTION AS A STRESS FACTOR
IN CHRONIC LOWER BACK PAIN
SPEAKER:
DR. HOWARD J.
DANANBERG, DPM

Discussion will
also include how
stress to the lumbar
spine and adjacent
muscles are related
to changes in
pre-swing to swing
phase motion and how it impacts lower back
mechanics and perpetuates symptoms.

This webinar will describe a different paradigm to
understand late phase foot pronation. Discover
how this represents a distortion in effectively
Sponsored by:
lifting body weight while walking, altering the
ergonomics required for efficient gait.
Watch Now
chiroeco.com/foot-dysfunction-as-a-stress-factor-in-chronic-lower-back-pain/

IMMUNE COMPETENCE AND INFLAMMATION CONTROL
SPEAKER:
DR. CHRIS D.
MELETIS, ND

Discussion will provide educational teaching
points for clinicians to share with their patients
relative to: How, When and Why harnessing the
endocannabinoid system is critical for immune
and inflammation balance.

VISIT CHIROECO.COM/WEBINAR-LISTINGS

Educational Takeaways:
•

Learn what franchising is

•

Roles and responsibilities in a
franchise

•

Benefits of franchising

•

Benefits of franchising in
chiropractic

•

Things to pay attention to
when evaluating franchise
opportunities
Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:

Watch Now
chiroeco.com/immune-competenceinflammation-control-webinar/

Watch Now

chiroeco.com/
benefits-of-franchising-webinar/

ADVERTISERINDEX
ADVERTISER
THE EVOLUTION IS HERE

FMT is now on-demand
Calling all chiropractors, physical
therapists, massage therapists and
athletic trainers. From Team
RockTape, meet FMT+ (pronounced:
FMT-Plus).
Take Functional Movement Training
courses and earn CEUs anytime,
anywhere.

HD professional video
capture of a live FMT course

Discounts on FMT
related products

Taught by an FMT Instructor

All required digital
course notes supplied

Flexible, self-paced
training platform

Integrated quizzes to
reinforce learning

No travel costs

Minimal impact to
your normal routine

STREAM A COURSE TODAY AT

fmtplus.com
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Accuflex Tables & Lasers............................................................................................................................................41, 73
Advanced Medical Integration........................................................................................................................................85
Allergy Research Group.....................................................................................................................................................26
Anti-Bedwetting Technique Video.............................................................................................................................. 86
Bintz Company..................................................................................................................................................................... 66
Biotone.....................................................................................................................................................................................57
BrainCore Therapy.............................................................................................................................................................. 84
Breakthrough Coaching.....................................................................................................................................................72
Cash Practice..........................................................................................................................................................................65
CBD CLINIC..............................................................................................................................................................................27
CBD Healthcare Company............................................................................................................................................... 86
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ChiroPlanet..............................................................................................................................................................................67
Chiropractic Economics............................................................................................................................................ 86, 87
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Concierge Coaches — The Chiro Event........................................................................................................................ 11
Cutting Edge Lasers........................................................................................................................................................... 69
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Dr. LeRoy Perry’s Orthopod Inc.....................................................................................................................................32
Eclipse Software...................................................................................................................................................................39
Erchonia.....................................................................................................................................................................................51
Ergo-Flex Technologies...................................................................................................................................... 31, 90-91
EuroMedica.............................................................................................................................................................................25
Federal Injury Centers........................................................................................................................................................55
Fenix Nutrition.......................................................................................................................................................................75
FMT+......................................................................................................................................................................................... 88
Foot Levelers...........................................................................................................................................................13, 62, 92
Foundation For Chiropractic Progress.........................................................................................................................43
Fullscript...................................................................................................................................................................................33
GW Heel Lift.......................................................................................................................................................................... 86
Hill Laboratories......................................................................................................................................................................9
HydroMassage...................................................................................................................................................................... 44
Impac..................................................................................................................................................................................80-81
KDT Decompression Systems & Technique...............................................................................................................56
KT TAPE....................................................................................................................................................................................23
Massage Magazine Insurance Plus............................................................................................................................... 89
Mineralgia................................................................................................................................................................................74
Multi Radiance Medical..................................................................................................................................................... 45
NCMIC........................................................................................................................................................................................35
Parker Laboratories, Inc.....................................................................................................................................................71
Powerstep................................................................................................................................................................................29
PracticeStudio.......................................................................................................................................................................60
Science Based Nutrition.................................................................................................................................................... 61
Sombra Professional Therapy Products......................................................................................................................47
Spinetronics USA (Big Rehab Corp).............................................................................................................................83
Standard Process........................................................................................................................................................2-3, 49
Stopain Clinical......................................................................................................................................................................63
The Miracle Wave................................................................................................................................................................ 86
TruGen3.................................................................................................................................................................................... 19
Volume Practice................................................................................................................................................................... 86
Worldwide Chiropractic Repairs...................................................................................................................7, Covertip
zHealth EHR............................................................................................................................................................................79
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Integrated Massage Therapists
Deserve More

And we’re here to give it to them. With one affordable liability
policy that comes with everything massage therapists need.
Comprehensive insurance with
MASSAGE Magazine includes:
• $2 million/$3 million professional
and general liability coverage

• $2 million annual product coverage
• $1,000 stolen or damaged
equipment coverage

• Online continuing education courses
• Over 450 different modalities and services
covered under the same limits

• Access to an insurance marketplace that

includes group rates on dental and vision,
ACA health options, and telehealth coverage

• Over $700 in annual savings via exclusive
member benefit discounts

Only

159/yr

$

Get instant coverage in 3 minutes online:

MassageMag.com/CECovered
Talk to one of our licensed agents today:

800-324-0077

Even With
The Best Adjustment,

Your Patient’s Alignment May Still Be

Off By Two Feet

Prescribing Foot Levelers
orthotics helps you stabilize
your patient’s posture - and can
make your adjustments even
more effective. It’s treatment
that helps your patients feel
better, every step of the way.

Call for more information or to get started.

800.553.4860 | FootLevelers.com | F L V

